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PREFACE
Somewhere in most general histories and outlines of
Eng+ish· literature, the greatness of the King James Sible
and its in:f'luence on all of English literature since 1611

~~~~--------~--------------------~----------------~-----------------~--~·~

!lave been pointed out.

Unquestionably, all me!l gf letters

in the English language since that time !lave known of the
King James Bible; and many of' them may have been decidedly
influenced by its tradition of oadenaed prose and its prose
figures.
Th~

fact that most Engl:isrunen have been similarly ex...

posed to the
emphasis.

~

:rf. Common

Pra~ler

seldom recei vee

~uch

In spite of this neglect the exposure to the·

Prayer Book has in some ways been greater than to that of
the Bible.

For the Prayer Book was first published in 1549,

thus giving English writers sixty-two years longer
familiar with it.

~o

become

Regular church goers, furthermore, would

hear the same short services repeated

ov~r

and over, whereas,

at each service a different small part of the Bible would
be read.

In other words, because of more frequent repeti ...

tion, it was, and is, today, easier to memorize automatically
a part of the.Prayer Book than it is to memorize the Bible
in the same way.

On the other hand, the exposure to the

Prayer Book might be less, for only those writers who were
Church of England men, or members of related communions,

iv
vroulcl be familiar w:l. th it, wheren.s t:1ll E!Jr.:liah spenkera, in

a.ny part of the world, would 'be. fa.:mil;l.a.r with the King James

:Bible.

The influence qn these Church of Enp;land men, how~norrnous.

. ··ever, should 1:>e

·..

A

'•'

Fr~~t

deRl of reRearch would hRve to he done in order

·.

.:

.

.

sis sttmulates any other worker to mal<'e

P,,

otudy ;.n the genere.l

problem, it ·will h~'we :f"rt:r. exceed.wl :!.tm p:re~~nt purposee..

For

this a:ppron.ches onljr om~ smnll at;p0ct of tbe }"lroblem.

Samuel .Tolmson is an o·hv:i oue rmb,i eot for such a

~d>udy,

l?eoause he a.t t0.ncied th fl Cl'1urcl'1 of l!inc;lt0.nd; 1 he knew the :Prayer
Book

he .·v.·as such a good C~uroh

well; 2 .in fact,

of

Enp;lnnd man

that Bor:rwell records in the Life at let?.Elt two ooon.sions when
,Johnson wa.s offered

tJ

'POfd. t:i.on

in the nhnrch ~ 3

Furthe:r.Jl'1ore,

Johnson was preeminently n nrose writer and ueed an ornate
style,

'f'his corn'l>tnri.tion of cleyrmtness and li ter~n·y a.hlllty

makes of him ripe
•··. :tiuence of the.

.t

~ateria.l

for an

investig~tion

of the in-

ra.yer Bo·)k on an English writer.

There is another reason why Johnson should make a good
1

J~unes Boswell, Th_~ Lt fe of S~muel .Toh~-~Q..lJ, Ll. D •••• etc.
l, 453, 484, 591; III?, 18, 138, 2~!.P, 236, 238,-285,286' .399, 400' 503.

2

!1:>id. I, 28, 40P, 43P., 44'7; II, '72, 551; S.C.
Roberts, An ]_i]ighteenth-].s-'JJtnrY Gent).eman, ~ Other Essays.
52, Roberts cuotes from Johnson's will: "Also, I give ,
a.nd bequen.th to Sir John JT8.V'kinc ••• rw o~ta.vo Common
Pr!'1y~r

Pook."
I, 213, 415.

'

·'

su1),j ect :fnr c tudy.

t.he f.1ame

He li vcd in an age that

Henai.or~r-1:nce

the Trayer nook.

V'tlS

a, ))art of

t:rr(Htion that produced the Jiiblo

In fact, it.

h~.R

been

nointe~

~:md

6ut: that-John-

rrhe problem frw.t thts etncly atteml_}tS to f,'JOlve, then,. is

-·-

__

"Did the Book -of ,..._._......,..,........,
Crm>''10J! lrnyAr
hn.~re r'nY infJ.nence on Sn.mu.el
.....

.

arisen in t110 co,)rf1c of t.ll:.i.s ·,-.:ork, no nttempt will be made
to solve e,ny of tr.:em;

e:1:ov·:tnr.:~ tbP.t

fluence at lenst nArt of

purpose of this paper.
4

~ohnsdn's

t.t.o rrnyer :r3c0lr did :l.nwritinp will he the single

,I'a.ge
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CHAPTER I.
INTRODUCTION
Of all of Samuel Johnson's writings, that whion one
would expect to have beGn most greatly influenced by the

work, the part which

mo~t

most promising field of

obviously suggests itself as the

sea~ch

is the prayers themselves.

In Rill's edition ~f the Pravers and Maditations,l besid~s
~

one

hun~red

...,..."$,_Jl!!l

...• SUiQilZ:;as_..

.

formal prayers, many informal preyers appear
i'

scattered through the meditations, together with ''accommo ..
dations", as Johnson called the passages from the
Book which

h~

a.l tered for his personal use, and references

to other collects,
~

Prayer

Each of these phases of ttle Prayers

Meditations will later be discussed more fully,

The

one hundred formally written prayers make up a considerable
body of work, consisting of approximately

11,~00

words,

Provided he is sufficiently familiar with the Prayer Book•
any person can tell at a glance that its influence on
son's prayers is very great.

John~

Other pieces of Johnson's

prose do not shqyv such an immediately apparent

debt; conse-

quently, the Prayers and Meditations will be considered at
this time.
1

George Birkbeck Hill, Johnsonian Miscellanies, Vol. I.

2

Only the prayers from the Prayers
furthermore, will be

consider~d.

~Meditations,

Bill's edition of the

l'rayers and Meditations includes most of the prayers that
are now extant.2

A sufficient sample ot Johnson's works is

found here to demonstrate conclusively that the Prayer Book
bad an influence.

A few more prayers would not materially

increase the validity of the sample, so any not publi.shed
oy Hill have been disreearded.
The Prayer Book used is that published by the soaiety.
for Promoting Christian r:nowl.edge in 1840,

entlt~ed l~~ ~

.2f. Common Prayer Nith !.1!-rginal References !.2,
Holx: scr1.ptures. 3

Te~~s

.4\

the

Inasmuch as the fifth, and latest, revision

of the English Prayer Book was made in 1660, at the

:res ...

toration of the stuarts, this 1840 edition should be
textually identical with the Prayer Books that

~ere

current

throught the eighteentb. century, with the exception qf the
names of rulers ,etc., in the various prayers for the royal
family.

By way of confirmation, the 1840 Prayer Dook was

compared with two eighteenth century books, one published
in 1?53, and the other in 1???, to see if there were any
2

William Prideaux Courtney, A Bibliography .91. Samuel
Johnson.

3

The Book of Common Praler ••• e~., 1840.

~~~- ---~~-·~~ ~-----.,.----------,---------

3

textual variations. 4
names, no

text~al

Except for changes in the rulers'

A twentieth cen•

variations were found.

tury edition of the Prayer Book probably would be more convenient for any who may wish to check
the 1840 edition was used for two

th~

present wo:r;K,, but

reasons.~

it is the only

copy of the English Prayer Book owned oy the present writer,
and, of fa:r more importance, the e:x:llortationa, prayers, col ...
1ects, and other individual parts of the
are markecl. vii th Homo.n: muncrals

book.

severa~

services

C(~r:u:.Jocutiv.ol;y. throlJ.Ciho'Ut

tne

This numbering system or:t'ere.d a convenient metpod of

referring to the

Pray~r

:eook and bas been adhered to

th:roue;h~

out this work; for those who may find the particular 'dition
of the Prayer

Book unobtainable, an index to the numbers

has been placed in the appendix,
The meditations part of the Prayers ..,._.__
and Meditations
is a heterogeneous group of hotes.

In them, Hill sometimes

notes as numbered meditatiqns the advertisement for sale .
by nineteenth century auctioneers of some of Johnson's un ...
published prayers a.nd

meditations. 5

Johnson's meditations

4 ~ Book of Common Prayer .•• etc. , MDCCLIII
The Book of Common Prayer ••• etc. , 1777. Boun··l · ·Ni th this
is A-companion to the Altar •• ,unto which~· added. Prayers
and-Meditations. o .etc., MDCCL.KXI.
5

Hill, .2.E.· cit., 157, 16~, 17~.
Not~:
In all references to Hill's Johnson1an M1scellan1es, and to Johnson's
prayers throughout this work, unless specifically other~
wise not~d, the Arabic numerals refer to the numbers of
the prayers or meditations as assigned by Hill.

4

include Latin paragraphs,6 a fragmentary diary,? mere lists
of accounts, events, and resolutions-. 8

One meditation, num-

ber eighty-four, consists of' one wo:rd:

"Cupped."

Mixed in

with such a motley assortment of brief items are many long
notes in which Johnson revealed his thoughts and his soul.
These longer meditations and the :t'o:rmal pre.yers

l.~ni-

that

r~~q~u~a~l~i~t:y:-:t~o~--:t~h~e~-~P:r:a:y:e:r:s-::an,:-d~l\~1le~d;;-:i~t;:-:a~t~i~_o~n~s~W~}J.~i-;::o;h~i~nA'du~---~ce~d;r_-,m;;-.a"'n""y~--~--~-~--c
~

editions of the work.

In one of them, Johnson gave a

tailed account of ap illness that
for some time.

confin~d

de~

him to his bed

He then remarked:

It occurred to me that tlwugh my

tirr~e might pess unemployed; no more should. pass uncounted, and this nas b~en
written today in consequence of that thought. I read
a Greek chapter cfrom the New Testament ~1, prayed with
Francis, which .I now do commonly, and explained to him
the Lord's Prayer, in which I find qormeotion not
observed, I think by expositors.g

Later, in the same meditation, on another day, he added:
I then dined on tea • &c.; 'then read over part of Dr.
Laurence's book de Temperamentis, which seems to have
been written with a troubled mind,
I prayed with Francis.

mind has been for some time nn1.ch disturbed.
peace of God be with me.9

My

'rhe

6

Ibid. 1, 2, 3, 4, 105, 121, 133, 155.

? .

-Ibid.

151.

Ibid~

1; 26, 42, 43, 48, 52, 57, 64, 121, 132, 139, 159,

8

!627 169, 1?4, 177.
Ibid.· 151.

5

In meditation number 138, on his seventy-second birthday,
Johnson searched his conscience as was his habit on tbet
d'y every year, and the things he found on his conscience
are characteristic of many of the meditations:
SeP,:I!,. 18, 1780
with more streng
than, I think, is common at th13.t age, Bu thpugh tlte
convulsiops in rny br~;:,ast a:re relieved, my sleep is
seldom long. lVIY Nights a.re wakeful, and tberefo;re l
am sometimes sleepy in the day, I have been attentive
to my diet, anq have diminish$0. the bul.,k crf my body t
I have not at all studied, nor written dilig~ntly, I
have Swift and Pope ;yet to wri,te, Swift ;is just be~un.
I have forgotten or neglected my resolutions or p~r~
poses, cwhich~ l now humbly and timorously ~enew, Surely
I shall not spend my whole lit'e wi tb. my own total dis ...
approbation. Perhaps God may gr~nt me now to begin ~
wiser and a better iife.
·
On Good Friday .of 1779·,1° Johnson had similarly confessed
his sins:
11 p. m.

I am now to review the last year, and find little but
dismal vacuity, neither business nor pleasure; much
intended and little done. My health is much broken;
my nights afford me little rest •. I have tried opium, but
its help is counterbalanced with great disturbances; it
prevents the spasms, but it hinders sleep. 0 God, have
· mercy on me.
Last week I published the lives of the poets, written I
hope in such a manner as may tend to the promotion of
Piety.
In. this last year I have made little acquisition, I have
scarcely read any thing. I maintain Mrs. Desmoulins end
her daughter, other good of myself I know not where to
find, except a little Charity.
But I am now in my seventieth year; what can be done
ought not to be delayed .
.10 Ibid. 129.

. '~

6
One more significant phase to be noted of the meditations is the manner in which Johnson broke informally into
prayer.

These informal

prayers~

which are freque·nt, seem

to be the spontaneous climax to the expression ot.the
troubled man's mind.

In meditation 100 he wrote, in pert:

From this time I have been much less troubled
hts
quiet end continual sleep,
almost forgotten it.

o God, grant that I may not mispend or lose the time
which thou shalt yet allow me, For Jesus Christ's sake
have mercy upon me,
My purpose is to attain in tLa remaining part·Qf t~e year
as m'll.ch knowledge as cen easily be ned of tl1e.Gosp~ls and
Pentateuch.
Johnson opened meditation 66 as !'ollow!;J:
I have this day comp].eted my fifty ... seventh year, 0 Lord,
for Jesus Christ's sake, have mercy upon me,
These two examples of Johnson's informal prayers are suffi ...
cient to give an idea of the· rr.anner in Hhich he frequently
ejaculated these little appleals from the midst of his ordinary prose passages.
This brief summary of the Prayers

~

Meditations is

.enough to give an idea of those parts of the work that will
not be discussed in this paper; as stated before, this will
deal only with the formal prayers written by Johnson.
In the chapters which follow, the influence of the Prayer
Book on S:lmuel Johnson's prayers will be shown from three
aspects.

It will be demonstrated that Johnson employed the

same figures of sound, known as the figures of Gorgias, that

7

'

Cranmer used when he compiled the collects of the Prayer
Book.

Since these figures are highly specific, a correspon-

dence in the number USE?Jd mjght :indicate that Jobnson derived
his ornate prose style from a thorough knowledge of the
:Prayer BoOk.
If it can be shown, howevE?Jr, that Jqhnson could nave
gained a knowle
then

f~rther

f~uence

these same

evidence

would have to be gcught as

of the Prayer ijook alone.

to

~his •eoon~ asp~ct

show that Johnson oou1g. have learned tl'lede

fi~\lres

t~e

in-

will

from

·sources other than the Prayer Book.
The third major aQpect will point Gut conclusive evidence that the prose style of Johnsqn's
influenced by the

Pray~r

Book.

prayer~

was ·strongly

The evidence will demonstrate

that he borrowed directly from the Prayer

Book in many in-

stances; frequently he either misquoted, or ade.pt€1d phrases
from the Prayer Book to his own use; and finally many of
Johnson's phrases have a striking resemblance to the Prayer
Book prose, although they are neither quotations nor adapta ....
tions
These three large aspects of the problem no not, nor is
it intended that they should, exhaust the factors which enter
into a distinctive prose style, but they will show that a
posi t'ive and powerful relationship exists between the prayers
of Cranmer and the prayers of Johnson.
In connection with the work done here, one or two other

:

-----'·----~--------------·------------------~-~_,_-~~----~~==------liiiiiiiiil.---

8

problems have appeared.

These merely touch the question at

.hAnd, so no attempt has been made to solve them.· They are,
however, worth noting.

Search in the bibliographies has not

revealed any exhaustive list of the books that Johnson knew
or read.

References will be made laterll to stud.ies that

but there appears to be need of a definitive survey of the
material.

.An investigation, furtharrnorg'h of the prog:ressi ve

frequency with which Johnson

~sed

the fisurea of Gorg!as

as his writing power inarease4 should be interestins.

ln

a later section, this will be sketchily discussed witb
respect to Johnson's prayers only,

It will, however, give a

fair sample of what a larger investigation might reveal, since
Johnson wrote prayers continually from 1?36, before nis 1.2.£...

-don

appeared and his literary
.

oareer was fairly launched,

until September 1784, three months before his
11

See below, p. 9, ff.

deat.tt~

CHJ~PTER

II

JOHNSON AND Tim FIGUHES OF SOUND

Figures of sound were part of the rhetorical tradition
during the

Renaissance~

These are figures of speech that

involve tne artistic repetition or $ounds anO. wo:r!ls in prose
writing.

Probably the most celebrated

~xample

of their use

is John Lyly's Eup}tues; and today a style using tlle
i$

call~d,

somewh~t va~u.ely,

euphuifJtio.

Eu.pbu~~Pl,

ti~ures

of course,

involved an overuse of the figu:res; when thl))y werE)

USE!d

restraint, however,· beautiful prose was producE)d,

Th~

James Bible and the

Kin~

Edward Prayer Uook

pres~nt

tions of the best use of Renaissance rhetoric,

a~s

King

tllustra ...

Johnson's

prayers, furthermore, were written in the same general
naissance tradition,

with

Re~

his prayers abound with the figures.

Thus, one of the ways that Johnson's indebtedness to the
Prayer Book can be demonstrated is to show that the few of the
figures of speech which were favorites· of Cranmer when he
wrote the Prayer Book were also Johnson's favorite figures.
This argument would be strengthened if it could be shown.that
Johnson used these identical figures in the same proportion
that Cranmer used them.

The actual demonstration of these

points is reserved for the next chapter; but if it dan be
shown that such a similarity exists, then it can be concluded
that Johnson was influenced in his choice of figures by the

10

Prayer Book.
On the other hand'· if it can be shown that Jo}lnson could
have learned of these same figures from other sources, then
the question as to which single book furnished Johnson's
source must remain·unanswered.

Since the age of Johnson re ...

presents the end of the Renaissance in England, it is entire
possible that Johnson

h~~self

more of the textbooks.

t~at

sound.

studied rhetoric from

on~

or

taugbt the use of the figures of

The J>Urpose of this

sec·~ ion

is to discover whether

Johnson could have had $ouroes other than the Prayer Book,
It is unfortunate, in searcbing tor tha beo:ks Johnson
must have known, that

·~he

evidence is all secondary.

nos-

well has little to say on Johnson's style, and that little
is not revealing.

A study has been made of Johnson's ideas

on what a prose style should be by W.

v.

Reynolds, who found

it neceisary, in looking fo~ Johnson's theories, to analyse
his works.l

ReynGlds concluded that Johnson believed that a

good prose style should have four characteristics:

good

-

~

English, as opposed to foreign words and constructions; clear
style; elegance, to raise the subject matter; and suitability
to its theme.
Inasmuch as Johnson never directly revealed his rhetorical indebtednesses, it became necessary to locate ·.textbooks
1

"Johnson's Opinions on l)rose Style,'' Review of English
Studies, (19~3), IX, 433-46.

.. ·-----

-----.___________,_...._.....__ _

·------·---------------,---=--~------~-

11

that Johnson used or could have used, to see whether any one
of them ta.ugnt the figures of sound.

Evidence on the point

follows.
Before proceeding to a discussion of the evidence, however, it may be well to deal more fully with the cheracteristics of the Renaissance rhetorical tradition, its beokground,
.eth oentury

an

This tradi ticm had. two principal
was

furthe~

divided into parts.

c~itio3,

~@peats, ~ach

~he fi~st

dealt

of which

w~th

the

general outlines of sev(;,u.·al types of ar.gumentat;t ve cornposi ...
tion.

The efficacy of these outlines was felt, during

Elizabeth's reign, to bt so strong that any person reading
a carefully and accurately composed discussion oould not
help be:ihg-_ persuaded by it.
an example of one of these.

Sidney's Apologl for ;Poetry is
But, as the prayers of neither

Johnson nor the Prayer Book are debates, t'his phase of Renaissanc.~

rhetoric is not of present importance,

The second aspect of Renaissance rhetoric included the
figures of speech.

These were classified as tropes, which

are figures of speech in our modern meaning; figures of amplification, which included various means of swelling the bulk
of a work, such as digression and circumlocution; and, finally,
the figures of sound, which is the part of the Renaissance
traditiori of interest· in this paper.
This general tradition of rhetoric is ancient.

Its

roots are found in the works of all the great writers of

12

classical Greece and Rome; Isocrates, Aristotle, ~uintilian,
and Cicero are the outstanding names.

These men emphasized

the aspect of rhetoric that deals with organization.

During

the Middle Ages emphasis shifted slightly towar!;'i the use of
the figures of amplification and sound.

-

Chaucer's Nun's

Priest's Tale shows use of the figures of a.mplification,
while the figures of sound can

1;>@

fotJnd in any cyf the medi-

eval prose works, especially Bede's sermone.

Wh@

angient

writer of immediate interest, !socrates' predect't§sor, was
GC>rgias. whose figures will be pointed out in

tn~ ne~t

chap-.

ter.
The figures have a value to modern critics, a value that
is not generally understood:

they make possible an objective

terminology for describing almost any prose style,

T.his ob-

jectivity is sorelY needed today, for most of our prose

cri~

tics operate by quoting a passage from an author followed
·by a comment such as:
good (or bad)."

''Anybody can see that this prose is

This system, being better than none at all,

is satisfactory as far as it goes, but it fails when "anybody" is unable to "see".

Instances of this subjective cri ...

ticism are easy to finq; Oliver Elton does it in commenting
on a quotation from Johnson:
' ••• he has time but for a short stay, and will be glacl to
have it filled up with as much as he can hear and see.'
There is nothing much in that; but who else would have

13
said it so?2
The answer to Elton's question is that his argument flies
out the window as soon as another aJJthor who "would

h~ve

said it so" is offered,
Geo!'ge Saintsbury is guiltr of the same sort of oriticism:

A characteristic eentenoe of J"ohnson and e onaracteir-

istio s•ntenoe by Sir Thomas tBrowne~ could only b~ compared,· f?.S regards rhxtbm, by en ear eo
dull aa to b,~ ab
·.·
initio disqualified,~
·
~

MY suon ori tic ism as this. even by the gri t1cHll f$reErt5 •
reveals absolutely nothing; a reaner, with an ear, keen or
dull, can still wonder about the comparison of Jo.Pnsoij'S and
Browne's sentences; Saintsbury' s erudJ.tion offera no :reason
why one should not,
A more obSective criticism of prose style is indicated
in the following.
,2g

After quoting from Robert Burrowes' Essaz

,ill Stile 21. Dr, Samuel Johnson, in which Burrowes con•

deiJ'l.ns Johnson for too many. invcrsiorw,

~Reynolds

spys:

In the first ten Ramblers I can find only seventeen ·
inverted construct1ons--not an inordinately large'num~er
in sixty-five pages of the 1792 edition of his Works.
2 A survez of Ensl.is.£1. 1:.1 terature 1730-1780, I, 150.
3 A History of English Prose Rhythm, 267.
4

w. V. Reynolds, "The Reception of Johnson's Prose Style,"
Review of English Studies, (1935), XI, 145~162.

i'
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This approaches a better method in prose criticism; Reynolds
de~

actually counted the occurrences of e specific rhetorical

vice.
By using the figures of sound, the number of rhetorical
devices that can be counted would be greatly

increase~.

One

of the Renaissance bo.
·Mystery

.2£. Rlletoric Unveiled, lists over one hundred and

thirty of them.

In chapter three ot' thif:3 paper,

a~ ~ttempt

will be made to compare the prose style of the :Prayer Book;
with that of Johnson in terms of

the~e

figures.

Showing that Johnson learneci of these figures
work besides the Prayer Book was not difficult.

fl:'QID

some

Twq recent

stuciies based on the auction catalogue for .Tohneon' s library
list some of the books that were sold at tha.t time. 5

These

investigations mention copies, among others, of Scaliger,
Vossius, Quintilian, Aristotle, and Cicero, all of whom were
outstanding. authors on the ancient rhetoric,

Houston fur-·

ther notes that Johnson had proposed to translate Aristotle's.
Poetics and Rhetoric. 6 Johnson's undergra.duate library also
contained many of the authors listed

obove;·this~lot

of

5 · P. H. Houston, Dr. Johnson, !, Study .±E. Eig}J.teenth Century:
Humanism, 261.
·
·
Sidney Castle Roberts, Jm Eighteenth Century Gentleman ~
Other Essays, 46 ff.
6

Houston,, .2.£· cit., 18.

-------·--·---------------------- -····------

....
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books has been discussed by Roberts, who quoted from Reade.?
Reade, in his turn, quoted from a letter from Dr. Johnson to
Gilbert Repington, dated May 18, 1735.

Th~

first book men-

tioned by Reade is Josephus Scaliger's Poemeta; later, on
page 229 of the study, Julius Caesar Scaliger's Poetics is
listed.

~-~---------------------------------------------------------------------------~

The name that is mentionect by all three modern students ......
Houston, Roberts, ana Readew-is that of

th~ scalige~s.

Houston.

does more than mention their nsme:
Th.rough the Scalie.;ers, then, J'Qhn1;3on may easily h§J.Ve mad~
himself heir of tn~ whole learn,ing or tAe Renaissance,
critical and textu,al, and we U@ed pot p:ro.oeed further tha.n
these two great figures to comprehe~nc:l how oo~pletely our
author has absor'beQ. the spirit of tijat time •. ·
This may be a sweeping statement; but where there ia so much
smoke, there must be. a little fire,

Books by tlle Soaligers

appear to be rare, bqt a slim voluine offering

a part of the

Poetics in translation gives a clue to what Johnson could
have l~arned by being familiar with the bookt 9 The Poetics
contains a discussion of many of the figures of sound:
d.iplos~s,

7

8

ana~

epanalepsis, epanaphora, antistrophe, symplooe,

Roberts; .2.E.· cit., 64..;65.
Aleyn Lyell Reade; Johnsonian Gleanings, Part V,
213-229.
Houston, .2.E.·

ill·,

27~30

and

32.

9 Frederiok Morgan Padelford, Select Translations from Scaliger's Poetics, xv. Figures of sound, in an original
Poetics, should be found in Book IV, chapters 20·43.
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paronomasia, etc., etc., including all the figures of Gorgias.
This is one place where Johnson could have obtained a knowledge of the figures of sound.
Two other books that ere good sources tor Renaissance
rhetoric are Wilson's Ar·te

works.

.2.£

Rhetorique, and l?utten.pam' s

Saintebury says of the latter:

The other l:;>ook written before 1584, though n,o1:; published
until lo89, was the mqst e].aborat® treatment of En,gl;lsh
prosody yet attempted, and continued to be so unti!
Mitford's treatise ne~rly two hundred years later, 0
In a study of the pqets quoted ;tn the Dlc¥Jonary, Watkins stated of Johnson:
He knew Webbe's Discourse of Engl~~h P.oetrie and
tenham' s Art~ .£!. .m~g_l.:J.sh Poetrie. ·.
·
'

Put~

Both Saintsbury, in this connection, and watkins were inter ...
ested in Puttenham for his discussion of poetry; but if Johnson knew the work, and Watkins said he did, then he must have
been familiar with "Book-Three, of Ornament,"l2 also,

Part

two of Book Three, "of figures and figurative speeches,·"
deals with more than one hundred figures of sound, each
ure being defined and copiously illustrated.

fig~

From Puttenham,

too, Johnson could have learned all he needed to know of
Renaissance rhetoric.
10

Historical Manual o.f English Prosody, 234.

11

W. B. C. 'Natkins, Johnson and English Poetrl before 1660,
59.

12

George Puttenham, The Arte of English Poesie, (1936),
Book III.
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Thomas Wilson, f'amous for hi.s discourse against ink ...
horn terms, wrote a compendium of rhetoric similar to those
of Scaliger and Puttenham.

RegArding this work, Watkins said:

cin his Dictionary, Johnson~ quotes from Wilson's Arte
Rhetoricki~ and he knew something of Painter's Piiice
£!.Pleasure.

£f

·rn the fourth part of The

~

2f

RhetoJ:~icke,14

tbe same part

~~~~----------------------------------------------~--~----------~~~

that condemns in.khorn.. te:rms, Wilson described sixtr'"'six figures of words and sentences.

His

disc~esion

is eimiler to

PUttenham's except that pgt so many fig"res are
The list of otber rhetorios that ware

ott~re~.

~xtent ~nd

lar in Joll.nson's day is a long one; but no evioenq@
to show that Johnson knew any of them.

popu-

wa~

found

Most of tham, :t'tlrther ...

more, are rare volumes, difficult to obtain, so that it has

,;::

a

been impossible to check their contents.
The conclusion that must be drawn from this part of the
investigation is that the I)ray'er Book was .not necessad.ly the
only source from which Johnson could have learned Renaissance
rhetorib.

Investigation has revealed that many sources of the

rhetorical figures of sound were well known in the eighteenth
·century, and that Johnson was familiar with three of the most
important of them.
In the ensuing chapter, however, Johnson's prayers will

13

w.

14

Thomas Wilson, The Arte of Rhetorique, (1909)

B.

c.

Watkins,££· cit., 7.

- ---

----

--.--

~-

---- .·
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be analysed to show which of the hundred end more figures
Johnson used most; this investigation should shed further
light on Johnson's dependence upon the three rhetorias
mentioned and .on the Prayer Book.

--

jf

CHAP'ri~R

III

THE FIGURES OF GORGIAS IN JOHNSON'S PRAYERS
It is now .time to analyse Johnson's style to see what
gives it its typical ornateness.

Only a belief tbat some-

bing different can be added to the many

disc~l$lQns

and

ori~

tic isms of Johnson's style that htlVe been wri tte,Il in almost
two hundred years excuses another analysis.

A.

~tatem~nt

by

Oliver Elton is characteristic of the oritici$Ws of the past:
The anti the tical habit is seen in aJ,l that Jolmson wrote,
but ~ore especially from 1750 to 1765, It 1$ quite as
much the compression of his thought and the resolve to
make "one of the members" of the sentence "an:awer the
oth~r" as any long words or pedantry of phrase, that captured his own age, and that wearies ours.l
And later, in the same work, Elton adds:
The most obvious and tangible charectcrs of Joh,nsori t:s
rhetoric are inversion, balance, and contrast.w
~.One

purpose of this chapter is to show that, charac-

teristic as inversion may be, there are other characteristics
of Johnson's rhetoric which may be even more "obvious and
tangible't; these characteristics are the eight figures of
Gorgias.

It will also be shown that the extent to which

these figures appear both in Johnson and in the Prayer Book
is about the same, with Johnson using them oftener.
1

A survey of English Literature 1730-1780, I, 131 •

.2 .rb id. , 149.

And
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finally it will be pointed out that of all the figures of sound,
Johnson selected only the figures of Gorgias for use in his.
prayers.
The eight figures of Gorgias considered are 1. antithesis
of form; 2, isocolon, or members of the same length; !3, pRrison,
or members with identical
with similar endings;

e.

4.

epistrcphe,

same wo;rd at the ends of members;
the same

6~

0~

repetiti¢n of the

polyptoton, or words with

root but with, different suffixes, p;ref;i'x:es, or

inflections; 7. alli te:r,·~tion; and 8. enaphoNl, or members
beginning with the same word.

In this paper the figures of

bdmoioteleuton and epistrophe are con1idered together as
homoioteleuton.
Difficulties arisa at the outset in a work of this
nature.

Trouble was encountered in deciding whether or not

certain expressions in the Prayer Boqk represent, consciously
or unconsciously, figures of speech; or whether it is simply
impossible to express

t,g~

ideas in any·other words,

Examples

of this sort of.thing are found in expressions common to many
of the collects:
••• give us grace ••• , First Sunday in Advent (XXXIX),
First Sunday in Lent: ( I.IX) •
••• grant thy people grace.9., Eighteenth
Trinity (XCVI) •

Sund~y

after

••• given unto us such a measure of thy grace ••• , Eleventh
Sunday after Trinity (LXXXIX) .
••• given unto us thy servants grace ..• , Trinity Sunday
( LXX:VIII) •

--

~
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Grace appears to be something earnestly to be desired, and
~

nothing is more natural than simply to ask; God to give it.

E

.
[

In other words, the expression is a natural one, not necessarily concerned with f';tgures of' speech; we might ask,
however, whether any other words could express the same
thoughts.

Further search revealed that grace is aought in

.

S. •

0 Lord, we beseech thee to keep •• ,hope of thy heavenly
grace •• , , Fifth Sundfl.y after Epiphany ( LIII) •

-..

••• (we pray thee) ••• thy bountiful graQe and mercy may
speedily help and deliver us. Fourth Sunday in Advent
(XI~TI} ,
S,ince Cranmer, then, could find other ways of say;l,ng

imately the same thing, we considered all cases

Q;f.'

~pprox ...

"give us

grace", etc., to be alliteration.

On the other hand, another common expression that is in
many ways similar is an

appe~l

to God at the beginning of

th~

collect, e.nd "grant'' at the beg inn in~ of the petition; thus:
Almighty God ••• grant unto them ••. , The Third sunday after
Easter, (LXXII)~··
-

Almighty Go~ ••• grant us ••• , Saint Simon and Saint Jude,
Apostles · ( CXX).
These expressions also are stated in other manners, for
example:
Grant, 0 Lord ..• , Saint Stephen'$ Day (XLIV).
0 Lord, we beseech thee •.. and grant; •.• , .P'irst Sunday after
the Epiphany (XLXIX).
and so on in collects whlch invoke the Lord, or Christ.

These

.cases, however, were not considered to be anaphora, because

~
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the words in question occur so far apart; often two clauses
appear between "God'' and "grF.mt ''.
Furthern:ore, the monosyllabic nature of .tl:,nglish often
.6-:

makes exact determination of a figure difficult.

When the

same monosyllable is obviously repeated for the effect of the
sound, but appears in the middle of a clause, sbould it be
called homoioteleuton or anaphora?

suob repetitlon occurs

many times in the colleets:
••• which art always,. ,and art wont •.• , Tw0lfth SunQ.e.y
after Trinity (XC) •
-• •. who hr:tst made all men, and hatest nothing t.hat thou
made ••• , Good F:t~iday, the thircl oo:Llect (~XV) ~

~

••• stedfast fear and love •• ,perpetuel fear and love of thy
Holy Name, SeC'Ond'Sundey after Trinity {LXX::X:l. ~ .
••• defended from all adverisities ••• and from all evil ••• ,
Second Sunday in Lent (LX). 3
·
-In all cases these figures were taken to be examples of
hcimoioteleuton, and the fact that they also might represent
anaphora was arbitrarily ignored.
All these questions of whether or not a figure of speech
--

§'::

was intended by Cranmer have been solved ostrich fashion, by
assuming that any such expref3sion is a figure of speech, and
that plain necessi tJr in prose writing doesn't exist •
.Another point needs expilianation.
3

Figures appearing in

All underscores in the quoted material are mine, and
indicate the figures in question.
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the phrases which Johnson borrowed from the Prayer Boolc could
not properly be calle<l his.

Neither could unaltered figures

which were found in Prayer Book passagf:ls which J'ohnson "accommodated" be considered his.

Consequently, these figures

If, however,

v..ere subtracted from Johnson's total number.

part of a figure was found in a Prayer Book passage, and

a~

Johnson's,

The

num~:rous

tirnos the.t sucb

ove:rlapp~ng

;figures

appear shows to what extent Johnson had aasimllr;ted tlle words
of the :Preyer Book, and further sb.ows its influence on his
style.

Examples of this overlapping ere frequent:

... who (g)ive_€1 l:i.fe

~ t~kest

it ewa¥,, (g):rant .. ,, 3?,

Almighty (G)od, tt:e (G)iver of vdsdom ••• , 56,
(Let not) .!!!Z manifold sins .•. (let not) anotber year be
lost •• , , 66 •
• . •with thy favou(r), the creatu(re) •• , ,82 .
• • • residue of !!!Z

(~)

••• and more (holy).

100.

•• ,that I may (live) ••. ,93 •

Take~

.

f'rorn

~

th;,:: (Holy) Spirlt.
.

-·

~

In each of these illustrations, the Ptayer Book passage is
indicated with underscores, and the figures of sound by
parentheses.
The occurrences of homoioteleuton and of alliteration
have been increased abnormally by two peculiarities of Johnson.
The first peculiarity is his parti.elity for plurals, often in
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pieces where singulars would serve as well.

Johnson did this

frequently:
••• so govern my thought§. and

action~ .••

, 15

••• the days and y('3Brs passed in neglect of the dutie§_ •••
in vain thoughts .•• ,-35 •
••• that after the sins, errors,
....... and miseries of this
~

Grant me purity of

thought~,

~

word,:;_, and aotlon,!.

45 •

••• after the pain!l.f:lDd lal)our!i of this short life, •• , 71 •

• • • the pain,! and distemper.§. of
Mtnd. 106.
·

my

ll1Y

body ••• the 'tUII11.fl ts ot
·· -

Rectify my tho1,.l.ght§_,, retrieve m.y perplexitie&, strengthen
purpose!i, and reform my doing§_ •. 138.

my

Johnson exercised this habit about as often in phrases which
he altered from the Prayer Book, frequently the only alteration
·being to change singulars to plurals.

Where the Prayer Book

says: ''Thought, word, and deed" (cxx:x:rl, Johnson wrote:
••• thoughts, words and actions, •• , 13, 41, 45 .
••• thoughts, words and practices ••• , 40.
Secondly, as a necessity rather then a peculiarity,
Johnson was frequently forced to change Cranmer's plural
pronouns to singular.

This necessity has tended to increase

the number of alliterations, particulBrly in the numerous
instances when Johnson was required to change "have mercy upon
us" to nhave (m)ercy upon (m)e."
The following comparison of Johnson's use of .the figures
with Cranmer's is based on an analysis of the collects, and
the collects,

only~;

a'S they appear in the fifth edition of the
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Prayer Book.4
By quoting a

few of Johnson's prayers at length, his use

of the figures of Gorgias can be seen.

Those parts of the

prayers which Johnson borrowed from the Prayer Book will be
marked in

passing~

but a detailed discussion of.this phase is

reserved until later.
Johnson's prayer number 7 is chiefly
it shows, besides a generous sprinkling or

inter~sting
th~

because

tigurea of

Gorgi.as, a long quotation from the J.)rayer Book;
.A. PHAY):!;R ON MY BIHTH.DAY

-r

,..

"O gqd, the Creatour and ?resarver of all M-nk1nd,

Fa~

th!f of E.\ll mercies, l thine unworthy servant do give:,
Thee most humble thanks, for all thy goodness and loving
.kindness to me.

-z

-:r

~

I bless 'rhee for myCreation, Preserve..,·

3

,

tion and Redemption, for the knowledge of thy Son Jesus

~

4

Christ, for the means of aGrace and the hope of aGlory."
In the days of Childhood and Youth, iri the midst of
weakness, blindness, and danger, Thou hast protected me;

-z

~

3

amidst "Afflictions of' Mind, Body, and Estate," Thou hast
supported me; and amidst vanity and Wickedness, Thou hast

3

spared

~·

---z

Grant, 0 merciful Father, that I may have a

3

lively "sense of the mercies. Create in me a contrite
heart, that I may worthily lament my sins and acknowledge
my wicked~, and obtain Remission and Forgive~,
2

2

·through the satisfaction of Jesrts Christ.
And, 0 Lord, enable me, "by thy Grace," to redeem the
time whioh I have spent in Sloth, Vanity and wickedness;

--z

4.

Cranmer was the author of the collects in the 1549 Prayer
Book; the 1660 edition, however, was so little revised that
the collects were considered to be still largely Cranmer's.
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to make use of thy GiftiJ to the honour of thy Name; to
lead a new life in thy °Faith, bFear, and Love;" and
~

'tfinally to obtain everlasting Life.''

-o

Grant this,

Almighty Lo~d, for the 0 merits and through the 0 mediation
of our 0 most holy and blessed Saviour Jesus. Christ; "to
whom, with Thee and the Holy Gfiost, ':ff,ree :Persons and one
God, be a).l honour e.nd Glory, · Wo:rld
. ·~without end.'' .Amen.
.

In the above prayer, and in those whiQh immedj,ateJ.y follow,
homoiotele\lton is mark@rl by

supscr~,pt

numerals;

by superscript letters; the borrowings f;rom
a;re enclosed within quotation

mark~,

all figures of Gorgias are indioate}d,

~).lit~aration

t:h~ rray~r

In thesy
wh~ther

Book

quotations
or not they

come within a Prayer Book passage.
Two examples of parison a:t;•e found i¥J, the prayer just
quoted.

They are

locat~d

in the

passage~?,

Childhood and Youth, in tbe midst of

''In the days ot

we~kness,

blindness, and

danger," and in '' ••• to lead a new life in thy Faith, Fear,
and Love, and finally to obtain everlasting life."

The two

examples of isocolon are, first, ''.,.for my Creation, preser ...
· vation ••• the hope

ot Glory"; second, in the three clauses,

"In the days of Childhood ••• amidst vanity ..• spared me.''
isocolon is further complicated by the anaphora on
amidst''•

This

"amidst~.

The first member of this figure is further

inter~

esting for containing one of the examples of parison already
noted.

Other examples of anaphora are on "for" in the first

illustration of isocolon, and on ''of thy" in the second illus5
tration of parisori.
~

5

The ·Prayer Book passages quoted are, in the order in which
they occur in the prayer, XXX, xx:x:r, XXX again, XXXI again;
LVIII, XLVI, CXX.XVI, and Litany petition 16, CLI, XXXI,
and GXLV.

_______________

_____ .._.;;:-

.

2?

Because it offers an extreme example of Johnson's love
of parison strengthened by anaphora, already illustrated in
the preceding, prayer 15 is interesting;
"O Lord, our heavenly Father," witho\lt whom all purposes
are frustrate, all efforts are vain, "grant me the assistance of thy Holy Spirit," that I may not sorrow as one
without hope, but may return to tne duties of my present

r

d~so~··------------~

·
govern my "thoughts

2

and actions'', ·that nei tber bus:tp.ess

2

.

3

amay wit):ldre.w amy amind from Thee, nor idlell~§~ lay me
open to ~ain imaginations; that neither bpraise may fill
me with Pride, nor a~nsure with discontent; but that in
the changes of this life, I "may f1~ my hea:rt'' upon the
reward Which cThou ha~t promised to Othemt 0 tnat serv$
0
Thee~ and that whatever things are true, whatever tbings
ere honest, whatever things are ju$t, whF1tev~r a;pe l)U.re,
-q;·
,"
. .
whatever are lovely, whatever are of good report, wherein
there is virtue, wher~in there is pr~lise, I rnay "think
upon and do", "and obtain mercy and everlasting happiness",
Grant tbis, 0 Lord, for the sake of Jesus Christ. Amen.
The instance ot parison and anaphora is found ln the clauses
.· "whatever things are true ••• are of good re.vort. ''

In the next

two clauses, "wherein there is virtue, wherein there is p:ra.ise,"
.the parison is extended, but the anaphora is changed from
"whatever" to "wherein".

At the beginnlng of ttl;e prayer the

clauses "•••all purposes ••• are vain" offer another example
l
of the cqmbination of parison arid anaphora. 6
Prayer 38 is noteworthy because it contains the only
outstanding instance of Johnson's use of one of the other
6

The Prayer Book passages quoted are, in the order in which
they occur in the prayer, IX and X, LXXXII, CXLV, CXXXI,
LXXIII, LXXXVII, CLI.

.·::-

·-·

---·-·--·-··-·····-

·-

.. ·-·····-----··-···----·····
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figures of sound; otherwise it is not
"Al!TI.ii~:.hty and fli!lODt

0

signific~nt

prayer:

<:.l.moroifuJ. :ti'~::tthor 11 , who yet sr<n~£s.~.
1

and yot sur:~·ort.c;;:t m.o, Hho ~~\l;·POl'tos~ me in my weakness,

---r

1
'
:1nd :Jr<n·e:.::.t me in my ;:;irw, ond 1JL:~>J't nov• c~rnnted to me to
1

[inot]'lcr your, en•·blo r:l~) to iri_p·ove ·bhe time which
is yet bc:t'ore me tu LI;J 1_;lor~r und n;.y o;,n Salvation,
ImpJ:.'esn upon my f>,::toul bu twll J:(:;vont::J.nce · of' .,. :tw days r1isr,ent
ber~in

to tho businwss
of
..""'7)

~ttcnd

~~~~

n~

~t~tion

in this world und to

(:J

all ·the duti0s '·lihir;l!- tlwu Ilu;.;t cou.J:JDnded. 11 Let thy Holy
Gpirit ccwd.'ort" on.d ·uido w; th·~·t in lllY .F'.lGI,:jet(:;e th:t'OU[$h
the c·,-_,aJ.ns or CJ,:le::~;;;uroa of 'l.,.ho 0 , J·u,.c.mt ;:;tute, I may

-

4

·.

i)G tuJ:~r·tcd

never

~

to j'or:·:;c:t:fulnes!J of 'l'hee.
-~::)'

'

Let my lii'e

'"

c:d;d. ~:1'/ dcJ:.:th bt:: l'J.. t;.j.J:}~"i let 11 m~; JJ.ve acoor<l:Lnc
to thy lavm", und d;:lu \lith ;)u;:;t ChJD.i).ctcnec 1n thy· t~·,ercy

be

u~Joful,

for tlu;;

'''.J·.·ril'"'r~t
................
\.-.'.._

Il.-_i(;)->

sal·~u

l'n -~··''r
--3

of: ,ftn:::uc c::u·;L;t our Lord.

,ql'.l·l~~.~~
...,
.. ..,

r.L"1 tli~~

,L.- .. ;1.--

.. d~1.Gn,

-J•·J\T
U'"')ll
llc•·:l'·tl'E'·:.tn
····.;
... · ' '
~~J"'. L

.t..:~

Tj....)

'llld

~

.·

!1~-lUJ>...

:'

ure L:-; further cor.1J·lic:,ltecl by containing, in the first roir
of' cl,;.u~:;es <n Tw:, horu, ;JncJ. in Lhc dCCuttd .:. ·:ir u J-'di'ison.
.

'

•~CC:l.lll,

cl'•l

'· t.lC.:l
• · .1··
.,
U.' .:.G t erl;3
.Lj,

·....•.'E'',

·f.··.·Ll'1C~
).
_.l

~"
'"

·. '.-"1'-inl"'ll
·~
~..1

1'1.1

11

L"'t 1·r,·ty l1' f'e
"'

This 3 r:J.fGr ::• l~,o ofi'err:o, to<n:ud t1w end, G.n inst,1nce of

anti tlw:du;
r1-,r.... 10

J'

11 • • •

r .ny'"":r
:A

,,.

T)
J.J

let nc live •.. ju::;t c::>nfidenoe :Ln tl1y mercy. n 7

1~
00 ;.)..

.,.,,, ,--1.,. '-~t_J__.,_
.._or·r·''..

1 ,·,.-~ ...

·:'J''·I-,,,.,
\·
__ ~·-"~

u . . . . ....

•'·J'C:
-.-..
_ ,

order
in iih:l.eh
...
and CLIII.

J. _n . t·~,e
~-'·

they occur in the fl'c.tybr, II, :L,;,::::;c;:vrr,

~
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Number 170 is a prayer of moment only because the
greatest frequency of figures is found in it.

Johnson used

twenty-five of them, and none ere located in the sparse Prayer
Book borrowings:
"0 Lord'', ~Y aMa.ker and Protector, who hast graciously
~
1
this 0 world, to bwork

,

2

ing thoughts as may mislead or hinder me in
~

.

th~

practice

~

of thosi duti-1' which thou n:st required.

When I behold

the works ~nd oonsid,er the course of' thy
13
'5'
"'1')
"dgive me dGrace" alwf3.ys to remembe% 8 that

pr~rv!dence,
,
0

are not

mz6 thoughts,
7.

nor

8

thz wa~
6

~

mz6 wali,
·.

tht tho~~ts

An~ while it

.

shall please Thee to continue m.2, in this world w1tere much
'"'2
2
is to be do~. and little to be len own., teaoh m.2, by "thy
9

f

f

9

2

Holy Spirit" to withdraw my mind from unprofitable and
dangerous inquiries, from difficulties vainly curious,

-ro

-ro

and doubts impossible to tie solved.

·.

3

Let me rejoice in

3

the light which thou hast imparted, let me serve thee with
active zeal, and humble confidence, and wait with

.

patient

11

'Il

expection for the time in which the soul which
.

Thou receivest, shall be satisfied with knowledge.
this, 0 Lord, "for Jesus Christ's sake.'' A.rnen. ·

Grant

An illustration of polyptoton is found on "work~works"; an

anti thesis in "much is to be done and little to be known''.
One parison is found in "behold the works •.• of thy provicence'',
and another in the antithesis just noted.

A combination of

isocolon and anaphora occurs at "from unprofitable ••• vainly
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curious"; and finally, another ~naphora strengthens another
isocolon in "Let me rejoice •.• humble confidence."8
It was noticed that Johnson could have used more figures
he.d he so chosen.

In prayer 17 he wrote:

Grant me, therefore, so to repent of my negligehae

-r

that I may obtain mercy from

--r

, and pass the time

\which Thou· shalt yet allow me in diligent perfornuanoe ,

!

·~

· of thy coiPIDands.

In this passage Johnson formed an epistro.vhe when he repeated
"me''; he also wrote a hqmoiot~':lleuton on ''rnlfl" anQ. "Thee",

He

wrote another on ''neglisence'' and '1 performo.nce 11 ; but thi$
bomoioteleuton could have been expanded by changing, somehow,
"repent"

to,~repent~nce"

and

"dili~~~t"

to

~dllige~ce"~

As

1 t is, "repent" and ·"dil,igent '' form a third weaker }lomoiote ...
leuton.

Johnson missed a similar opportunity fbr

homoioteleu~

ton in prayer 28 when he w1'o'te '' •• ,by serious repentance and
diligent obedience."

Instar1ces of this sort of thing are

numerous; in number 37, ''sanctified ••• purify'' could just as
well have been "sanctify.,.purify", or vice versa,

But

perhaps Johnson, even as some of his readers, felt that he
had enough figures without hunting further opportunities for
them.
Although it is not a figure of Gorgias, the collect form
8

The Prayer Book passages quoted are, in the order in which
they occur in the prayer, the thirteen sources of "0 Lord",
XY~IX and LXXI, etc., XLIII, XX and LXXXII.

~

-

-

-- --·-·-.
--·· --
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itself is of some significance here.

A collect is a form of

prayer peculiar to the Western churches,

s~t

form that is almost as strict as a sonnet.

in a literary
"A collect con-

sists of a ~ingle period, seldom e long one; a single petition,
only, is offered ln it; mention is made of our ljord's mediation;
or it ends with an ascription of praise to God."~

The parts

of a collect are 1. an invocation; 2. reason on which the
petition is founded; 3. petition; 4. b'nefit hoped for; and
5. ascription.
~iving

This outline is almost the Aristotelian one.

us an exordium, narration, argument, end er);tlogue.

The sunday collects of Cranmer follow these

ruh~

· str;ictly

and in several of his prayers Johnson wrote practically pure
collects.

Most of Johnson's prayers, however, violate the·

rules regarding a single short period and regarding a single
petition,

As a basis of comparison, two of the :Prayer Book

collects are quoted below. 'The first is the Collect for Grace
from Morning Prayer, so often ''accommodated" by

Jolm~on;

the

other is the collect for the Fifth Sunday after Trinity, which
consists of a

~ery

short period:

IX. The Third Collect for Grace
0 Lord, our heavenly Father, Almi~hty and everlasting God,
who hast safely brought us to the beginning of this day;
Defend us in the same with thy mighty power; and grant
that this day we fall into no sin, neither run into any
kind of danger; but that all our doings may be ordered by
thy governance, to do always that is righteous in thy
sight; through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.
9

John Henry Blunt, The Annotated Book of Common Prayer, 69.
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LXXXIII. The Fifth Sunday after Trinity
Grant, 0 Lord, we beseech thee, that the course of this
world may. be so peaceably ordered by thy governance that
thy Church may joyfully serve thee in all godly qqi~tness,
through Jesus Christ our Lord, Amen.
In the Pr;ayers and

~ledi tations,

the t';irst prayer, number

6, is similarly interestl,ng for its short:q.ess end. its. close-

ness to the collect form:
Mayest thou, 0 God, enable me for Jes~~ Christ's sake
to spend this in such $ manner that I may receive comfort
from it ~t the hour o:t; death sand in the day of judgment.
Amen.
· ·
·
Prayers number 11 and 20 ere perfect examples of tbe collect:
Prayer on the Rambler
Almighty God, the giver of all good things, without
whose help all labour is ineffectu,al, and without wbose
grace all wisdom is folly, gr!Jl,nt, l. beseech Thee, that in
this my undertaking, thy Holy Spirit may not be witheld
from me, but that I may promote thy glory, and the Salvation both of myself and others; grant this, 0 Lord, for
the sake of Jesu$ Christ. Amen.
·
0 God, Who hast hitherto supported me, enable me_to proceed in this labour, and in the whole task of my present
state; that when I shall render up, at the last day, an
account of the talent committed to me, I may eceive
pardon, for the sake ot Jesus Christ. Amen.

10

The following table, to return to the figures of Gorgias,
shows how many of each figure were used both in Johnson
and in the collects:
10 Other prayers of Johnson that follow the collect form are
gl the last part of 79, each separate paragraph of 136.
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.

Th~s

table shows that JQtmson used a great many more

figures than the Preyer }3ook; but the

·t~'Ple

(loes not give e.

true p:toture, for the net nmnber ot: words used by Johnson is
more tban double that used in the pol1eots.

The following

table shows the amount of material in b()th works; any comparison of figures of speech in the two works must be made
in the lightof these amounts, 11
Johnson's total words
<Johnson's Prayer Book
quotations •
•
Johnson's net words •

' 11,200
2,358
5,880

In order to achieve a basis or comparison, the number pf
figures per hundred words was computed for the two sets of
prayers.

This percentage was found in the usual manner ...... by

l1 The method of determining these totals is exp1~ined in
another place. see page 57.

--
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dividing the number of figures by the number of words, and
then multiplying the quotient by one hundred.

These cal-

culations yielded the following table:

Inspection of this table sb.ows that Johnson Uffled the
figures of Gorgias about twice as often as Cranmet'.

It also

ShOWS ·that parison and isocolon, homioteleuton, ahd allit.

.

'eration were the favorite figures of both Cranmer and
Johnson; these were used more often than the others,

But

where Johnson used isocolon ebout as frequently as Cranmer,
he used parison three times as often.

His preponderant use

of alliteration and anaphora is also striking.

The table
-

substantiAtes what was pointed out previously, that Johnson
was partial to using balanced periods in which each member
began with the same word.

This would seem to be, from

Johnson's prayers at least, one of the outstanding characteristics of his ornate style.
The question was brought up previously as to how
frequently Johnson used these figures during various periods

~

.

-· ------

--

--

--

·---
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of his life. 12

Breaking down the figures into the total

used during each of several
interesting findings.

decad~s

has disclosed some

Because of the difficulty of breaking

either Johnson's life or his writings into natural divisions,
his prayers were pllt into five groups, strictly by dates.

findings can be most clearly shown, agaiP, in a

The

t~ble:

Groups
Number of
Number of
Fi6§Y.res per
- - - - - - - - -.. : P. : r. ; a".Jl.y.;e;p. ;-..-::s_ ____;li;:;.."'::'!,!itS"'-u:::.;r::..;e:::.:JY~----==C~ot~mn-i~~h
1. 1736-1749
2.

1750~1?5~

e

57

Q.8o

27

198

1.10

~3~·~1~7~e~o~-~l~76~9~----~2~2~--------1~1~7---------=~l~·~3o____

4. 1770-1779

23

202

5. 1780-1784

19

194

l.15

--------~~--------~~~---------~~~--~~---~~~----

2.28

..,.,;;

.

tl¥1

Those years during which the calendar was being Qhanged
were all counted in the first group; if Johnson wrote 1749/50,
the year was considered to be 1749. Furthermore, in counting
the number of figures, those found in the Prayer Book quotations
were not counted.

Finally, the last four prayers, as given

in Hill, which are undateQ., v,;ere not included.
The figures, however, need further interpretation.

A

calculation of simple averages per prayer is misleading,for
some of the prayers are much longer than others.

~p

order

to arrive at a more accurate view, the nwnber of figures per
column-inch was.: figured; the results are found in the third
column of the
12

pr~leding

See supra, page 8.

table.

From calculations based on

-----

.

-~ ·-··-~·--·
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his prayers, therefore, Johnson used a steadily increasing
number of figures during the

y~ars

1736-1769.

In the

fOl~

lowing decade, he used fewer figures; but in the last rive
years of his life he doubled the number of figures used.
Drawing conclusions as to the frequency of the use of
figures in the various

p~riods

·on the basis of the above
q

sufficiently

lar~e

of Johnson's life is not safe

The prayers do not form

evidence~

sample of Johnson's works to give valid

results; and the specialized nature of the prayers doea not
lead to

r~liobility.

Nor is it neaessary to draw such

elusions; figuring Johnson's inorea1inG use of the
Gorgias does nothing to reveal his

dopen~cnce

con~

figur~s

of

on the Prayer

Book.
But the conolus ions that oo.n Qe drawn from J"ohnson' s
general use of the figures of Gorgias during his life as
a whole are important. The ·other sources, 13 besides the
Prayer Book, could have given pr. Johnson his knowledge of the
figures of Gorgias, but they also could have given him over

-

§":::

a hundred other similar figures that would have supplied his
prose style with an equal ornateness.

Yet out qf this mass

of rhetorical devices, Johnson elected to use only those
figures which Crenmer used in t:r.e collects.

And of the eight

figures of Gorgias, Johnson used most frequently the same
figures that were found to 'be Cranmer's favorites.
13

See supra, Chapter II.

3'7

Johnson, furthermore, used not only actually, but relatively more of the figures than Cranmer.

It could be concluded·

that Johnson was so fond of these figures that he overdid them.
For Johnson is considered ornate where Cranmer is said to be
sonorous.

The difference between the two styles, so fund-

amentally the same, is principally one of quantity, particularly
w1th reference to the Qee of the figures of parison, 1eocolon,
coupled with the use of

anaphor~.

CH.APTlGH IV.
THE

EXTB;NT

OF JOHNSON'S BORROV.ING3 :B'HOM TI1U: PRAY!!iR BOOK

Search in Boswell and other sources 1 has not revealed any
direct statements by Johnson as to the influence of the Prayer
was any a
opinion of the literary etyle of the Prayer Eook; Johnson's
writings,

howevc~r,

give much implloi t information as to the

effect of the Prayer Book on his style; information
more direct than that gained from the figures at
This evidence is found

first~

th~t

is

Gorgias~

in ptirases whioh Jgbnson used

that sound as though they were from the r>rayer Book, but for
which no source can be found in that book; secondly, in Johnson's ''accommodations'', as he called his alterations, from
tJ:le Prayer Book as found in the .Pravers

~

lvledi tat ions; and

thirdly, in the great number of phrases that Johnson directly
quoted.

The search for these borrowings has yielded rich
-

evidence to support the present argument.

This secLion, there-

fore, will be devoted to showing the extent of the echoes,
the adaptations, and the quotations from the Prayer Book which
are found in Johnson's prayers.
The technique of the analysis was fairly simple.

Both

Johnson and the Prayer Book were read and reread until a
1

See Bibliography.

~
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familiarity with each made it easy to locate a Prayer Booklike phrase in Johnson.

The Prayer Book was then read again

to discover the actual source of Johnson's phrase.

lf a

source was found, it was noted 'Nhethr;:Jr Johnson quoted the
. phrase exactly or altered it in his prayer.
in question could not

~e

located in the

phrase was considered to be an echo;
sw.ned, since the fJhrase was ·so

clom~

~rayer

that

b~

compo~ed

Sook, the

it was arbitrarily asto f:r.ayer Book language,

th!3.t Johnson must have lwd ·the peri od.s of
through his mind when

If the phrase

oronme1~

the echo.

running

The phrases

were considered sources for 1H1rts of Jolmson' s prayers

are given in the appendix.
In checking Johnson's prayers with

the Prayer Dook, many

questions arose regarding th:)se phrases which ongbt to be in ...
eluded and those which ought not to be included in the final
report,

Post of these ql1est'ions fell into one or more of

four categories.
In the first category occur all

ques~Ions

as to whether

or not a particular phrase in Johnson was intended to be a
quotation~

even though a direct source for the phrase Was

noted in the Preyer Book.

For example, Johnson opened thirty
2
of his prayers with the phrAse "Almighty God''.
When addressingthe Deity formally, "Almighty God" is such a natural expression to use that the question arose as to whether Johnson
2

Hill, .212.• cit., Vol. I., 10, 16, 18, 25, 30, 32, 33, 34,

39, 40, 42~8, ?4, 81, 93, 98, 100, 104, 106, 112, 114,
128, 132, 139, 141, 152, 163, 1?3, 1?8.
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needed a source for the phrase.

But sources abound in the

Prayer Book, as this expression 1.s us~d twenty times, 3

Again,

Johnson commenced five of his preyers with "0 Lord 11 , wbile the
Prayer Book offers fourteen sources of the phrR~e. 4
used ''0 God." as

Johnson

an invocation to six of his preyers, while

thirteen prayers in the Prayer Book have similar invocations. 5
Both Johnson and the Prayer Book show speolal examples involving the above phrases, which will be discussed

late~,

and

which are not included here. 6
aasides the phrases which are such natural

expr~ssions

'

that no source seems necessary, there are also ideas which
both Johnson and the

P~~yer

Book used frequently, whiob are

similarly worded, but for which no exnct source exists in
the Prayer Book.

Such an idea is the one that pictures God

in high heaven lookinB upon earth.

The Prayer Book offers

three outstanding instances'of this idea:
••• mercifully to look upon our infirmities, XIX.
Look upon him with the eyes of thy mercy, CCXII •
••• look doW'ilin pity and compassion upon tL.is thy afflicted
servant, CCXIV.
·
Prayer Book, 1840, III, II, XIII, Y~XI, XY~IX, XLJII,
XLVII,:.LX, LXV, LL1I, LXXII, CIV, CXII, CXIX, CXII, CXIII,
CXIV, CLII, CLIII, CCXXXIII.
4

Hill,££· cit., 14, 17, 21, ?3, 170. Sources in the Prayer
Book are XLI, XLII, XLIZ., LIII, LV, LVII, LIX, LXXII, LXJJ::,
LXXXI, XCIV, Oil, CCXII, CCXXVII.

5

Ibid., 24, 31, 44, 70, 113, 116. Sources in the Prayer
Book areXIX, XVII, XXVIII, XLVII, LII, LIV, LJL\:VI, LXXIV,
LXXXII, LXA'A:IV, LXXXVI, LXXXIX, X:OVII.

6

See below, p. 44.

--

~
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In a like trend of thought, Johnson wt·ote:
.•. look with mercy on the affliction of thy unworthy
servant, 13 .
• ~;look down with pity upon my sins, 41.
••• look down upon me with pity, l7, G6, 104 •
••• look down, o Gracious Lord upon my rema:i,.ning part of
life, 91.
Look down upon me and pity me, 120.

B--

To attain the maximum objectivity in all such instances,
of which these are but

fJ

fevv examples, it was assumed-that

.whenever a source could be found in the .Prayer Book, however
remote that sourc• might be, Johnson had it in mind when he
composed his prayers.
A second group of difficulties that arose inolud~d the
distinguishing betvieen qeliberate alterations of the I)rayer
Book phrases by Johnson and those alterations whiah were due
to Johnson's frequently feul ty memory.

The on~ would be v1hat

Johnson called "accommodations'', the other misquotatlons.

An·

example of vrha.t probably is' a misquotation is :('ound in John.;..
son's alteration of the Prsyer Hoole
(CCXXIV) to ''look down with pity". 7

11

1ook down in pity"
In none of the prayers
-

where this expression o~ours did Johnson use the preposition
"in''; he used always t'wi th''.

The question arose, then,· did

Johnson misquote, or did he fe~l that he was correcting, perhaps even improving, the Prayer Book?
A further example of this same difficulty is found in
Johnson's desire for happiness after deeth.
7

He did this

Ibid., 12, 41, 66, 76, 81, 91, 93, 95, 104, 112, 134.
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in forty prayers:8
•.• be received to everlasting happiness, 95, 106, 120 •
••• be received to eternal happiness, 113.
·~·as to obtain happiness, 116
•.• grant them happiness in the world to come, 149.
~.~r~cei~e me to h~ppiness, 91.

E-

No sources could be found in the Prayer Book for any of these
phrases.

Instead of happiness e.!'ter death, those w)1o :pre.y

fvom the book ask tor other, but similar rewards:
••• life everlasting, VI, CCX~II, OQXXIll .
••• everlasting life, XL, XLV, LXIX, CXXXII, X.LI •
• • • everlasting salvation,· CX:LVlii, Cl.Vlll e
•.• and be recetved t9 thy evti!rlasting k1.nf5dQm 1 ~' COX.Xli,
lnasmucb as a desire for future

tappin~ss

is not directly

expressed in the Pj_ayer Book, it was decided, in

de~ling

this difficulty, that Johnson was neither altering nor

with

mis~

quoting, lrut was framing his own thoughts in Prayer Book
language.

A discussion of this phase of the influence of
the Preyer Book is found 1eter. 9
The question of distinguishing misq_uotations from altere. ..
tions brought up Johnson's use of the theological terms, "grace'',
"Holy Ghost", "Holy Spirit", etc.

Johnson and the Prayer Book

seem to have differed in their use of these terms.

The New

English Dictionary gives five defini tlons of "grace'' under
meeming number eleven, "in scriptural and theological language", the second of wh1.ch is:
8

g

Prayers of Johnson asking for happiness other than the
examples given above are: Hill,.££· cit., 9, 25, 28, 39, 43,
45, 50; 54, 58, 59, 61, 66, 6?, ?1, ?~, 82, 86, 93, 100, 112,
11?, 122, 128, 132, 134, 136, 141, 154, 160, 164, 169.
See below, pages 4? ff.
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b. the divine influence vV:h ich operates in man to
regenerate and sanctify, to inspire virtuous impulses,
and to impart stren3th to endure trial and resist temptation. Often spoken of es the Grace of God, of our
Lord, 21. thl Eoly .§l?l-.F~1, or as im:p{)rted' through the
SE\Crements. t)
This seems to be the sense in which the Prayer Book
uses tbe word "grace":
••• --t·a-<re~o-r~t-lre~r-:r-o-J:--y~e;:p-±-r-±-t , 1.~r,;;--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ______:____
••• giving them grac~ to execute ••• , Litany, Petition 31 .
• • •grant un the help of thy groce, lJXXXI:/~, CJ.;.LV •
• • • so strengthen us by tl1y grace, XLVI, L:L t. pet. 20 •
••• strenBthen him with tby grace and thy holy sptrit,

CCXXII.

-

~

Tvro definitions of ''grace'' given by Johnson in his
Dictionary are:
2. Favourable influence of God on the human·mind
3, Virtue, effect of. God's influence

Examples of Johnson's use of' "grace'' are:
•.• and so support me with thy grace that I may die in
thy favor, 78 •
••• give rny thy grace to break the chain or·evil·oustoms, 41.
In these phrases, Johnson doesn't

appea~

to have asked for

"divine influence which operates in maij, .• to impart strength
to endure trial and resist temptetion." 11

When Johnson

wanted this divine influence, he used other words:
..• grant that,
15, 18, 37 .

by

the

~ssistance

of thy Holy Spirit,

... grant me thy Holy Spirit, 34, 39 •
•.• help of thy Holy Spirit, 71, 82.

10

:n.

11

Ibid.

E. D.
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:

In these examples, the l)rayer Book would have substituted

l

''grace" for "assistance" or "help" • 12

.

j

i

Johnson similarly

I

seemed to confuse "grace" with ''Holy Spirit'', as in the

1

second example immediotely above.

I

The only explanation of

this difficulty seems to be that Johnaon's understanding of
theology was not perfect, as he
his Prayers
in terms.

~ Medita~;ions;

but

himsel~'

ox·anme~r

so often admits in
found no confusion

As f'ar as this point and th@ influence of the

Preyer Book on Johnson's style is cona1rned, it raised the
qqestion again, are thmae examples of Qlteretions Qr

at mis"

quotations?
Distinguishing betvreen misquotations and.

aooommo~e.tions

often became difficult; where to draw tl"le line between them
l

I
i

was

problem.

8

So, again, in the interest of maximum

objeo~

tivity, it was assumed that Johnson never misquoted, but
that all phrases of these scirts were deliberate alterations.
The fourth category of difficulties includes the differences between the use of epithets following the invocations
of.the prayers in Johnson and the Prayer Book.

When

Johnson used the phrases "0 God, the creator and preserver
of all mankind" (7) and the Pray~r Book, in the General
Thanksgiving (XXX:) uses exactly the same phrase, no difficulty

exi~ts.

Lord, our
12

Similarly, when Johnson used the phrase "0

hea~enly

Father" and the Prayer Book, in two

Of. Prayer Book, X, Lit. pet. 31,
Lit. pet. 20, XXOCII.

LYJC~IX,

CXLV, XLVI,

45

1l

collects (IX, X), uses the same phrase, the situation is

J

equally clear; both of these ere examples of Johnson having

I

quoted directly from the Prayer Book.

l

i

II
J

phrase describing an attribute of the varticular member of

)

the Tri~ity in question; this qualif~ing phrase or epithet

1

seems to be in organic unity with

l

1
t

But Johnson used many phrases commencing with "0 Lord",
''0 God", or "Almighty God" each of which is followed by a.

t~e

invocation,

Some of

these phrases used by Johnson are:
0 Lord, governor ot heaven and earth, 14,
0 Lord, my maker and protector, 170.
Almighty God, in whose hands are ell the power~ of man, 16,
Almighty God, giver of wisdom, 58,
Almighty·God, giver of Knowledge, 74.
O·GOd; giver and preserver of all life, 44,
None of the phrases, in their entirety, nor many like them,
have sources·.

The Prayer Book, however, also contains such

invocations:
0 Lord, who for our sake didst fast forty days and forty
n.ights, LIX.
0 God, the King of Glory, L.X..\VI .
0 God, merciful Father, XVIII.
Almighty God, the fountain of all goodness, XI,
Almighty God, the F~ther of our Lord Jesus Christ, III.
Wj_th so many like phrases to be found in tbe :Prayer Book,
it seems strange that more sources could not be found for those
of Johnson; but the fact remains that no sources appeared.
Both the Prayer Book and Johnson, however, open many prayers
with "Almighty God", etc. without the q_ua.lifying epithet,
so, in solving thiR difficulty, when no source was found for

E-=---

-~

~
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Johnson's epithet, the opening phrase only was considered, and
the epithet was ignored.
sources for· "O Lord", "O

For this reason, the number of
G~d",

6--

and_"Almighty God" runs high;

and the number of times Johnson used these specific phrases
likewise is large.
With these difficulties settled, one more point .remains
to be mentioned before the actual extent of Johnson's borrowings is discussed. ·There are many

ph~'~es

besi4es "Almighty God''t already mention•d
used again and again throughout the boqk,

in thl Prayer Book
a~ove,

that are

Instances ot such

phrases a:re
everlasting life, XL, XLV, LXIX, CXXXII, O:LI.
for Jesus Christ's sake, 7J..X, LX.XXII.
good works, XCV, 0, CIII, CXLV.
.
have mercy upon us, II, V, Lit. I,>assim, C:XXXI.
souls and bodies, XXXVII, OLXXXVI, OXLIV •.
who hatest nothing that thou hast made, LVIII, LXVII,
CCXXXVIII.

'

In the discussion of Johnson's debt to the Prayer Book, these
phrases that are used more than once in the Prayer Book are
called multiples, and in tlle appendix they are preceded by an
asterisk.

In counting the total number of Prayer Book phrases

used by Johnson, each rr.ultiple was counted only once.
The positive findings from the analysis of Johnson's
prayers with respect to his borrowings from the Prayer Book
fall into the three general groups already mentioned:

the

use of language similar to that of his sources, alterations
of Prayer

~ook

phrases, and the phrases directly quoted.

A

~-

-·-----··-·
'
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1

few prayers give ample illustration of how Johnson employed
each of these thre~ phases when he composed his prayers:

~===
~

p __ _

j

[,

i

May 6, 1752
0 ~' ~ heavenl~ Father,a without whom all purJ?oses
•.'ll
~ frustrate' all efforts er~. v~::~iri 'b ~t me the
l
assis~ance of thy HOlJ: svirit
that I may'not 'SO'rrow as
.j
one w~ thout h8pe, but may now return to the duties of !!!l.
~
12;-esent state
with bumble confidence in thy protection,
and so govern_my thoughts and actions,e that neither
>
h
-1
i + h ""'~""" ' .
oo:--;r 'f'
'1']1} .
-1 A 1
1
-.-::~c---~~---"-o-~..,-u-s~....-P.. e-s-s-nJa.y-vJ-"""-~-~-.-a-r-a-'tl-m-y-rn-l-Il-Q.-~-P-em-.-.d:e-e-,-x-J-qr-..a;-~~e-n-e-s-s-~a-y~~---c-~~~
me open to vain imaginations; that neither praise may fi~l
.,_i
mthe wi th·nnpridef, ntho~ c~- 1?-fsureiwi th fdiiBcontehnt; t~ut that thin
l
e _0 a ges o. · 1s 1 e, ..... mfi,x __.!
~ep
upon
e
.1
reward which thou hast pronuse<l to them th~t serve Thee,
1
and that whateve:r.:• ·things are true, whatevep things are
!
honest 1 WhBtevcr th tngs are j lHlt, whatever. pu;re, Wbatever
I
are lovely, whntever nre o!' good report •. wherein there is
l
virtue wherei_n theJ:'.. e is. praise_, l rna4 _thip~ ~on, fWd. do,_g
}
and obtain mercy and everl~stiJlg_ n,rLD~ n'fa'~:;
~;ranDh!i,
1
nord' tor tfie saR~
J'esus qnr1~T; ~nen.

j

I
j

1

mx.

J.

I
j

.91.

The passages underscored in this prayer indicate John•

j

son• s debt to the Prayer Book.

1

''d'' are examples of echoes.

!

and ''h'' mark examples of al,teratlons of Prayer Book phrases;

'

The phfases m>ID<efd "b'' and

Phrases ''o", ''e'', " ", ''g",

where Johnson wrote "grant me the assistance of thy Holy
Spirit," the Prayer Book has ''so assist us with thy Grace"
( CXLV); Johnson used ''thoughts and actions," while the Prayer
offers ''thought, word and deed.n ( CXXXI); in Jo}:mson' s
prayer we read ''and obtain mercy and everlasting happines.s, ''
but "in the Prayer Book we find, "and finally by thy mercy
obtain everlasting life" (CLI).
13
.
. Hill,
££•

.
c~t.,

15 .

Finally, direct quotations
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J
.I

are represented by phrase "a", which is found in prayers IX,
and X in the Prayer Book,

~

1

In another prayer we find, other q1),gtations and aooommodatiops.

~~

~

Almighty 9:££, a
brought
to the besinnins of
another year,b and by prolonging ·my !Ife-Invitest ~o-repentance, forgive me that I have mispent thc;:'j tlrnr~ past,

'.1•.:

.:!

~··r~~~~·-r.;;_.-.n-a-b-l-9-m-e-t-~m-t~il-i-s-~-n-s-t-~~n-t-t-9-!l-.me-nd-m-Y-l----i-te-e-e-e-e~-~-i-ne-t-e~~~----:-c-
0

th;: holy word,
grant me th;: Ho~y Spirit, cl tP.at I ' maY so'
titro)!Sh things '·temporal as not T~nally to lo~e·2t·h~ngs eternal. e .Q God, ~ ~· J2rax~r.r .!.£?!. the sake .2£.
Jesus Christ.a Amen~
··

pa~s

This prayer conta:Lns only one echo, "0."; the
found in ''1;1", "c'' (Lit€lny, pet. 34.),
"'bn,

"f", and 11 g'' are al teratlons:

F,J,lld

di:r~ct

q.uotes are

"e" (tHUX:li);

whi).13

"Who he.st std'ely p;pought

me to the beginning of another year'' is, per hap~ • Johnson's
favorite alterationi it will be discussed in
low.

mo~e

detail be-

"0 God, hear my prayer" probably is an adaptation of

"0 Lord, bear my prayer'' ( CC.XXX.VI) ; it could have been taken, .
;J ·

ho'Never, from ''0

l

L~rd

..• m.'3roif'J.lly hear our prayers'' (CCXXXVII).

A further, and final, example of a prayer that shows

-l
l

!

Johnson's debt to the Prayer Book is the following:
0 God, heavenly Father,a .who desirest not the death of a
sliiner, grant that 1 ray turn from ~ wTC'ke"dile"ss and .live. b
:I~nabl(~ me to shake of all irr,pea:rni'ents of lawful e.ct1on,
·
and so order my life, that increase of days may produce
increase of grace,c of tranquility of thought, and vigour
in duty. Grant that my res~lves may be effectual to a
holy life ~~happy death
for Jesus Christ's ~.e
.Amen.ro--'"

. l
~

l
i

_!

l!

1
1

In this prayer the direct quotations are "a 11 {LX:, XXII, ?DCXII),
"c" (Litany, pet 25), and ''e" (XXX:, LXX'XII); an echo is found
14

Ibid., 33.

15 ~.,53.

·--~-----·
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at "d"; while the second underscored passage is taken from the
absolution in Morning Prayer (III):

"who desirest not the

death of a sinner, but rather that he may turn from his wicked·
ness ancl live.n
These three prayers were selected for quotation because
they illustrate a frequent use of sources, and because the
three general uses that Johnson made ot the Frayer Book are
well demonstrated.

Others contain more quotations, most of

them fewer; but each of Johnson's prayers contains at least
one Prayer Book reference.

The three sroups of

reter~nces

will now be discussed itt detail.
The first group inqludes all of ,Tohnson' s phrases which
sound as though they we:re taken from ·the Pr.aye:r Book, but for
which no source could be found,
.~

Using the occurrence of these

phrases as an argument is weak for two :reasons,

l!;irst be-

cause what may sound like tf.ie Prayer Book to one reader may
not sound like it to another.
is of necessity subjective.

In other words, the criterion
A second reason why these Prayer

Book echoes form a weak argument is the fact that they could
have been taken either as quotations or accommodations from
other sources, such as the altar companion already mentionedtle
;

)

16 See supra, page 3, fn. 4. See also Hill, ££• ~.,
54, fn. 1) and 15 ( p. 12, fn. 1) •

8?(P.

-- ··-·---·-·-
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from the Bible, or from other prose works written in the
Renaissance tradition,

Because Biblical passages ocour in the

Prayer Book, two instances of Johnson having quoted from the
Bible are included in the total numbsr of borrowings,

These

quotations are from tbe fifth chapter of ........
st. Matthew found as
~

...

the firs.t offertory sentence in the Communion Service, and
from the first ohapte:r of

~ qt~oted

as

the third sentence

at the opening of the Order for the Burial of the Dead.

John~

son, possibly, could have had the Bible inateaO of the Prayer
Book in mind when he oompo$ed these
Johnson's use 6t phrases that

~oho~s.

SQijPd ~s

thoijgh they should

be found in the Prnyer Bool<, then, offerSJ a we a~

argu.m~nt

support of the Book's influence on his prose etyle.

in

Consew

quently, they have been neither tabulated nor counted in the
:1
j

it

t

J
j

i

I

l
J

l1
I!
i

I1
J
!

analysis.

But these echoes do occur frequently and as such·_

lend their light weight to' the question.

suoh phrases are:

••• by performing thy will, I may promote thy glory, 66, 74,
••• grant me thy Holy Spirit, 33, 34, 39.
••• holy and happy'death, 54, 64, 67.
••• whose loving-kindness is over all thy works, 71.
••. whose providence is over all thy works, 81.
••. whose mercy is over aLL thy works, 91, 112.
These examples, at the same time, illustrate Johnson's tendency to use more than
to him.

ong~

a phrase which must have. appealed

They also raise the question as to v;hether. or not

he was quoting or adapting some source other than the Prayer
Book when he wrote them.

~-
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The above echoes, furthermore·, are only generally like
the Prayer Book.

In other places Johnson was more specific;

he imitated the construction of a phrase, but not necessarily
its words or thought.

In prayer number 180 he said:

I have done what Thou hast forbidden, and left undone
what Thou hast oommanded.
We have left undone those things which we ought tw have
done; .And we have done t.tiose things which we o:ugb1:; not to
have done.
Furth.(3rmor$, in his

p~;ayer

number

without whom all pu:rposes are
vain.

15, Johnson wrote:
fru~rtra·te,

!lll efforts .

In the collect for the ],ourth Sunday after Trinl ty, on
other hand, is found:
thing is holy."

t~e

"without wt.o.m notld.ng is strong, no•

Neither of these could justly be called

quotations from the Prayer Book, nor could they be called
adaptations, for Johnson's' thoughts were so far from those
I

I
!
;

of his source, but the influence of the Prayer Book is nonetheless apparent.
Johnson's debt to the Prayer Book is better seen in his
adaptations, "accommodations'' be called them, of phrases and
entire prayers.

This is the second group into which John ..

son's borrowings fall, and this group is best considered in
two parts.

The first part involves the "accommodations''

which Johnson admitted in the meditations of the Prayers
l
\

I

l

Il
1

and Meditations.

In his meditation on his birthday,

'iiii-~~~~-------------------

--------

------------

-------
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1764,17 he wrote, "Last night I prayed on my birth-day by
accommodating the Morning collect for Grace 18 putting year
for day. 1'

On Easter Day, 1770, again Johnson said:

''When

I came home I returned thanks by accommodating the general
thanksgiving."l 9

"Accommodations" of the third collect from
')0

Morning Pray(:)r appear in eleven("
one substituting

~ear

tor day.

of the meditations, each

ln addit:to;n to mentioning the

Collect for Grace in the meditations, ;Johnson ,al,so incl,ucled
~lterations

of the first part of the vrayer in several of

his pra.yers.2 1
''Accommodations" in the prayers themselves are considered

in the sedond group.
such phrases, of which

Johnson adapted or altered
thirty~six

forty~eight

are found in the Prayer

Book only once, while thirteen are found several times each.
In tabulating the passages adapted by Johnson some distinc•
tions were made.

Vvhen any phrase was quoted exactly in some

of Johnson's prayers and altered in others,

t~e

phrase was

17 Hill,~· cit., 52 (page 32), cf. also Hill's footnote
number 7, page 52.
18 .1: rayer D· oo~k , ,.,,
.
..i..l>-.
l)

1 9 Ibid., XXXI.

20 Hill,~·
147.

£i!., 52, 66, 76, 78, 80, 91, 106, 135, 139,

21 Ibid., 33, 82, 93, 114, 136.

------

--
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not counted as an adaptation since there vvere direct sources;
and where Johnson altered, often in various ways, several

H-

Passages which differ from one anotber, the sources were
considered to be multiples, and each such group of similar
passages was counted only once.
One kind of alteration is that which has on,
1~

the Prayer Book;

'B

stated above,

passages in this group.

ignorances."

are thirty-six

th~re

A few examples will show how

son handled this materiel.
Litany reads:

John~

The thirty-fourth petition of the

"forgive us all our sins, negligences, and
In tv1o of his prayers Johnson

this passage.

one source

22

But in three others be

quot~d

alt~red

exactly

the words;

excite in me true repentance of my sins and negligenoes,
~2.

.

that after long habits of negligence and sins, 36
time mispent in sinfulness and negligence, 113.
In eight prayers 23 Johnsop quoted directly the Versicle in
Morning Prayer (VII), except as already mentioned, for

In other places

substituting me for us:
7

"Take not thy Holy Spirit from us."
however, he altered the phrase in various

ways, principally oy transposing words:
Take
100,
141,
Take
Take

.

not from me thy Holy Spirit. 59, 66, 67, 76, 81,
104, 112, 114, 115, 122, 132, 134, ~37, 138, 139,
148.
not from me, 0 Lord, thy Holy Spirit. 73.
not, 0 Lord, Thy holy Spirit from me. 136.

22 Ibid., 122, 180.

2 3 Ibid., 30, 58, 64, 70, 74, 113, 178, 181.

--

~
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When Johnson wrote, furthermore, "mind, body, and estate''

(7) and "health both of mind and body" (79), in the one in-

-~
~-

stance he unquestionably had in mind the words in the Prayer
for all Conditions of Men (.XXX) "mind, body, or estate", and
in the second
mind.

inst~nce,

he could very well have had it in

And the collect for the Seventh Sunday after. Trinity

1~--------------:---~::___~~:_:__:'_~~~--=-==-::::~=-:_--=-=--=-=-=--=~-------c-~~-".

(LXXXV) oon·t~ins the wo:rds "givr:lr of' o).l good. th-ings," which

Johnson altered to "who art the G:i,.ver gi' all, goo(]," in, two
places, prayers number ;1.44 and 172, anet whioh he quoted
directly in one place, prayer·ll.
The collect for the Fourteenth Sunday after Trinity

(XCII) apparently was one of Johnson's favorite prayers,
for he mentioned in his meditations hRvirig used it
on three occasions. 24

p~ivately

He also quoted directly in his prayers

the words, ''increase of faith, hope and charity'' th.'i ce,25
and he altered the same phrase in two of his prayers;
encrease my hope, and strengthen roy faith and enlarge
my charity, 45
that mY Faith may be encreased, my h9pe strengthened, 86.
]kamples of this sort of alteration could be multiplied.
Another kind of

adaptation~

however, is found when Johnson

adapted in several ways material which the Prayer Book, too,
uses in several ways.

The outstanding example of this sort

of thing is found in the references to God looking down from
24 Ibid., 65, 66, ?0.
25 ·Ibid·., 1~ 0 16? 16~
.....,,

'

;:7.

·.I·
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heaven, already discussed above.26

Of the alterations found in
group is fairly simple.

t~e

prayers themselves, one

The Prayer Book was written for the

use of many people at the same time;

Cranmer realized that

.

~-

the book would be read in churches when at least two or three
were gathered togethE!r for worship.

Consequently, the per ..

sona;L pronouns that refer to the congregation a:re all plurals,
Johnson, however, wrote with ou1y hims€llf in mind, and,
ally

enough~

he used singular pronouns.

This led bim

natur~

fre~

quently to change the plurals in quoted passages tQ singulars, which change has increased the alterations found in
his prayers.

Actually there are twenty ... three "aooommodations'',

almost half of them, in which JohnBon found this aJ.,teration.
necessary.

Eighteen of these occur in the Prayer aook once;

five are multiples.

This figure swells the number of ''acoom..,

modationsn unduly, for the 'phrases ere otherwise direct quotations.

Illustrations of

11

acco:mmodations~'

made necessary by a

change in grammatical number. are "0 God, hear my prayer'' ( 33)

-

§"'

from Johnson wpich corresponds to the Prayer Book "hear our
prayer" (CCXXXI);

"I commend unto thy fatherly goodness"

(21, 40, 41) in Johnson, and "vVe commend to thy fatherly
goodness" (XXX) in the Prayer Book; "take not thy Holy Spirit
from me" (70, 74, 113, 1?8, 181), and in the Prayer Book,
':>6

~

See supra, pp. 40 and 41.

!
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>'

.{

j

"take not thy Holy Spirit from us" (VII); and, finally,
Johnson's "have mercy upon me'' (34, 70, 73, 106, 114, 120,
154, 180) corresponds to ''have mercy upon us'' (II, !V, V,

VII, C£'C'U, XVII passim) from the Prayer Book.
The most significant thing about

Johw:~on'

s ttaocomrnod.-

ations'', however
those that are difficult to distingulsh from echoes, to those
that are practically direct quotations.

to arrange Johnson's borrowings in

s~ch

It sho"ld be possible

on order that a

grad~

ual progression would form from echoes that are bartllY of a
Prayer Book flavor to the longest of direct quotations.
is apparent that we are not dealing

~ere

It

with three discrete

categories; we are merely marking three segments on a con•
tinuous line.
The third large group into which Johnson's borrowings
fall

contai~s

the actual quotations from the Prayer Book,

F:Lfty passages were quoted directly; thirty-o11e are found in
the Prayer Book only once, v1hile nineteen multiples occur •
. If the twenty-three passages in which plural pronouns were
altered to singular should be considered direct quotations,
this total vmuld become seventy-three; this may give a truer
picture of Johnson's quotations.
Most of the multiples are the opening or closing phrases
of the various prayers, such as
Almighty God, (thirty times)
Almighty and everlasting God (nine times)
Almighty God our heavenly Father (three times)

57
for Jesus Christ's RAke, (twice)
0 Lord, (fourteen times) 27
0 Lord God, (four times).
and so on;

the number rrr times

e~1ch

passli.lge was found in the

Prayer Book is indicated above.
The extent to which Johnson mBde use of these passages
may be gathered from the fact. that of approximately 11,200
words in Johnson's formal prayers, about 2 1 356 words, or
21% were from the Prayer Book, eitber as direct quotations
0r

The first of these fiaures was estimated

as alterations.

by counting the totn.l number of words on the f~rst seven pages

of a typescript copy of Jo}- nson' s, prayers, dividing the total
by seven to get the nvo:rage number of words per page, and
multiplying the average)by 161, the number of typescript pages,
The total nUm.ber of words borrowed was calculated in a similar
manner, except that a larger sample was used to establish an
average;

~orrowings

were couhted in one quarter of the

type~

script prayers.
All Prayer Book phrases quoted by Johnson will be found

-

E

in the appendix.

On looking over Johnson's quotations, more-

over, some interesting facts ere observed.

One is that

Johnson opened twenty-eig~t of his prayers28 with the phrase
27 For references to specific prayers, see appendix.
28 Hill, ££,• ill·' 9, 35, 36, 38, 41,_ 43, 45,,._50, 54, 59,
61, 64, 66, 67, 71, 76, 78, 7~, 90, 115, lGO, 122, 125,
128, 164, 171, 175, 180,
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''Almighty and most merciful Father.''

The only other phrases

that Johnson used anywhere nearly as frequently e.re
Almighty God, (thirty times)
through Jesus.Christ our Lord, (eighte~n tim2e)
for Jesus Chr1st's sake, (twenty-one t1mes).
which are of a very general nature, being used in the Prayer
Book to open or close prayers of mnny d:l,fferent

g~ubjects,

T.l;1e phrase already referred to on "lool<: down" etg, · wE;te used
by Johnson twenty-three times, and tbe Versicle "and. take
not thy Holy Spirit from us'', also previously

disouss~d,

was

imitated thirty times, but both of these phrasee are altered
by Johnson freque:-"tly.

''Alrl;ighty and roost merciful Father"

ls unique, however, for it vve.s always e:xactly quoted by John ...

son, and it is found only once in the Prayer

Book~-at

the

beginning of the Gene~al Confession for Morning and Evening
prayer (II).
it is

Reading the meditations shows, however, that

not~utprising

for

John~on

to be interested in a prayer

in which he called himself a "miserable sinner."
It is further interesting in this connection that Johnson quoted seven passages from the Confession in the Communw
ion Service (CXXX:I); this frequency of borrowings from a
single prayer is exceeded only once.

Of these seven passages,

three are found only in the confession, while four are also
found in other places.

The greatest frequency of quotations

is found in the second collect in the Order for the Visitation
29

For references, see appendix.
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of the Sick (CCXIII).

It contains eight, of which only three

ere multiples.
The striking fact about these three prayers is that
they all express an abject frame of mind, so often expressed
independently in Johnson's meditations.

This is not to sug-

gest that tte matter ot the meditations was inspired by the

found a part of its expression in tbe l::;;rayer Book's "miserable
~inners"

parts.

The three preyers

mere~y

add weight to what

is alread,y epparent in the .Preyert! aJ:1d I:ledi tat ions.
l~.mds

The analysis of Johnson's borrowip!%s

weigl:rt to

the thesis, moreover, by giving an index to the extent of
Johnson's knowledge of the Prayer Book,

The services which

Johnson attended, according to the Pra;ters and Meditations
f

I

and to Boswell, were limited to Communion, preceded by Morn ...
ing Prayer, and perhaps the' Litany, on Good Friday and Easter;
and at these he

general~y

arrived late.

A glance at the

prayers from which· quotations were taken reveals • however,
that Johnson was thoroughly familiar with most of the Prayer
Book.

Q,uotations were found from twelve parts of Morning

Prayer, seven parts of the Litany, seventeen of the Prayers
and Thanksgivings.

ExclucU ng quotations of invocations and

of ''through Jesus Christ our Lord'', Johnson used material
found in twenty,.;.nine of the eighty sunday collects, and of
twelve sections of the Communion Service,

Six parts of the
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Order for Visitation of the Sick were used; and one or two
prayers were quoted from each of Evening Prayer, Burial of
the Dead, the Catechism, and the Commination.
By analysing Johnson's quotations, alterations, and·
echoes from the Prayer Book, then, the conclusions must be

-

reached that Johnson we s tl,oroughly :Ce.miliar with the Book
j

J

g.£ Common l'r~yer; that he could use tlt will almost any part

of it, either directly or indirectly; that he
influence by borrowing

e~tensively t~om ~t

al)d finally that he was so familiar w;tth it
its phrases to suit his own

a~ter

ptu•pose~,

show~d

its

in bis prayers;

ne

th~t

anO,

th~t

could
he could

form his periods in the J.ane;uage of the J.?rayer J)oo].<,
The following table, in conclusion, offers a brief
. summary of the type and number of Johnson's borrowings.
Phrases directly'·
quoted

Phrases·altered

Total

Single sources

31

36

6?

Multiples

19

1~5

32

Totals

50

49

99

!

.,.

~

.

'·'
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
l·,

'!\ •

·~That·

the Frayer Book had a strong influence on the prose

style· .of Johnson •·s prayers seems incontestable. . .:tt is too

n-o-lus-ions-·.-· -aon•-iat'i-b.~ ·,,·-- - - as!': it does; of intimate thoughts which Johnson wrote for his

personal use only, the'

Prayers~

that. iB''highly specialized.

Meditations is a work.

Although he transcribed some of

the mriterial·tor publication, most of it was put into the hands

or

the:vtoe.r of Islington unsorted.and unedited just prior

to 'Johtlson·' s. deeth.

The prayers themselves also are a ..

$pe·oie.lized form of writing.
personal feelings in·

a form

In them Johnson expressed his
that he must have felt wa.s

CJ.eatoated to··spetl.king with the Deity.

In other words,

Johnson'; wrote his own supplement· to the J?rayer Book.
1n.ttch

as

Ines-

altar·· companions and other SUCh books Of priV}!J.te

•· de'Votions imitated the Prayer Book, it is only natural that
J:t>hnson·shotild·imitate it too.

Consequently, an analysis of

Jofulson' s. prayers can g1 ve very. little indication as to the
. irrf·l'Uenc·e: of the Prayer Book on Johnson's general style. ,

Bef"ore ·such oonclusions could be drawn, it would be necessary
t!o_;me.ke a similar study of some of his other works.
There are other sources, moreover, that could have had

~

F
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an influence on Johnson's prose; the Bible and books of
=-

private devotions ha.ve been mentioned,

~---

No conclusions can

be drawn here as to the influence of these other sources, but
whether or not this influence exists, Johnson's debt to the
Frayer Book is no less great.
The greatness of this influence has been shown in two
vr.incipal

an~lyses,

Johnson and Cranmer used the same

figt:~.:res

or sp§!ech, @.nd the

second with the fact that Johnson borrowed extenf3iVely from
the Preyer Book.
That Johnson

WAS

aware of the figures of sound,

ana

among them, of the figures of Gorgias was demonstrated from
secondary evidence,

There can be

litt~e

doubt tbat Johnson

knew_the works of Scaliger, Puttenham, and Wilson, each one of
whom wrote extensively on the figures of sound.

The fact that

Johnson was familiar with these authors might lead to the
conclusion that he could as well have owed his ornate.style
to any of them as to the Prayer Book.
But an analysis of Johnson's prayers offered an abundance of evidence to overcome this objection.

For the

figures of Gorgias are a special group of eight in the
great number of the figqres of sound; and the three rhetoricians mentioned taught from sixty to more than a hundred of
these figures.

Butt in his prayers, Johnson discarded most

of these figures and used only those of Gorgias; these are

,,

'
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the same figures, and the only figures, used by Cranmer in
the Sunday collects.

Consequ&ntly, it is valid to

con~

elude that Johnson, as fer as figures of sound go, owed
more to the Frayer Book then to Scaligar, Puttenham, and
Wilson.
This conclusion received further support from the fact
~------~~------------------------------------~--------~·-

that Johnson used some of the eight figures of Gorgias more
than others,

It was pointed out that one reeson tbet the

style of the prayers was extremely ornBte was due to Johnson's superabundant use of parison and isooolon coupled with ,
anaphora.

In addition, he worked many inotances

tion and homoioteleuton into his prose,
would not be of particular

significanc~

or

allitera-

These findings
if it were not for

the fact that of the figures of Gorglas,in the Prayer Book,
Cranmer used most frequently the same figures as Johnson:
alliteration, homoioteleuton,

isocolon~

and parison.

So

that, in addition to using the same group of figures that
Cranmer used, Johnson elected to emphasize, out of that group,
the same figures that cremner emphasized.
And this similarity could not have been arrived at by
chanceo

By coincidence Johnson could have selected from

the works of any of the Renaissance rhetoricians the same
group of figures as Cranmer, but to believe that out of these
eight Johnson chose, also by coincidence, to emphasize the
same few that Cranmer emphasized would be assuming too mucho
Thus the relation bet'·'een Johnson and the, collects seems clea:c.

-~--~-'-'--------

- --

-----·

~~-----------.--

------~~----·-----
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Classical rhetoric adds one more point to the conclusion
th~t

the Prayer Book had more to do with Johnson's style

than the rhetoricians.

This point involves the obscure

collect form and Johnson's use of it.

The collect is not

described in the works of the rhetoricians mentioned; and
it is not a

for~

used in general literature.

It 1s a

form~

ula for religious writing, and ita use is confined to the
Western churches.

Johnson may hove learned of it and all

its intricacies from some Latin text on the subject, but he
also could have learned of it through much use of the Prayer
Book.

The latter is more probable

sinQ~,

only half a dozen app:roaoh the form.

of his many

~rayers,

'rhis small D\).Il1ber could

be due to ari unconscious feeiing for the collect rether than
. . to a formal knowledge of it.

No doubt, if Johnson had known

the form better, he would have used it oftener; but use it
he did.
That Johnson's style in his prayers was dependent on
tfte Prayer Book has been shown, but there ls other evidence
-

~

that strengthens the conclusions.

It has b8en demDnstrated

that Johnson borrowed extensively from the Prayer Book; and
that there couJdnot possibly be any other source fqr the
same phrases that Johnson used.

Tl:e fact· that he used so

often the laneuage of his source without quoting, and the
fact that most of his borrowings were altered from the exact
Prayer Book words suggest that Jolmson was so familiar wlth
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the book that he did not need either to study it or refer to
it when he

VJflf>

composing his own prayers,

rr·his led to the

~:

conclusion that Johnson ].'~new the i:'rayer Book V(;')ry well; so

well, in fact, that some of its phrases and periods had
become a part of his person8llty and thus influenced all

From these findings and conclusions, then, the answer

to the original thesis que::;t1.on must. be thet ,Johnson, in his
Prayers and Medite~tions,

Frayer Book.

\fVGS

:::trongly inf'luenoed by tbe

This study sug3ests, further, that the rrayer

Book may have had en influence on other writer£, and that
eventually its plece beside the :tang JameB Bible as an

active force in English literature may be recognized~

--

~

------~---·

--··

-----~
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APPENDIX
Tbe following consists of a reference table to connect
the numbering of the items from the l$40 English Book of

~~

·f

Common Prayerwith the items in any edition of the t.'ifth re-

. I

vision of the English Prayer Book; anQ. tg oon;nect tlle phrases
1

•l

J

.!

which Jobnson quoted f:r,om the Pra:{er B'ook wi t,h the prayers
of Johnson.
the

P~ayer

The Roman numerals ;J;?efer to the praye:t:'s from
Book; ·the Arabic numerals

~fte:r.

the phrases to

Jonnson' s prayers as nwnbered in HiJ.;J.' s e<U tion o:f'

tne.

Frail...

ers and Meditations; the asterisk inQ,ioates that t11e phrase
which it precedes is one o;f.' two or mo:re sources to:p a phrase
of Johnson.

When the number sign (#) precedes a p):lrase, it

indicates that all occurrences cited were altered by Johnson; when it follows a citation, it indicates that the
phrase was altered in that prayer only,
"Almighty God" and "through Jesus

Chri~~

For the phrases
our Lord ~''t there.

are so many references in Johnson that his prayers in which
the phrases are to be found are listed here instead of after
each of the occurrences of the phrases in the Prayer Book,
Almighty God:

10, 16, 18, 25, 30, 32, 33, 34, 39, 40,
42, 58, ?4, 81, 82, 93, 98, 100, 104, 106, 112, 114, 128,
132, 139, 141, 152, 163, 173, 178.
13#, 14, 25, 29~ 30,
32, 36, 41, 50, 67, 71, 74j/, 106, 113, 125, 132, 160,
164.

through Jesus Christ our Lord:

\

'71
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PFU\.YJ:~H

I. Exhortation

* # A.
#

Confess our manifold sins and wickedness, 66 .. ·
B. pure heart, and hwnble voice, 74

II. General Confession

A. Almighty and most merciful F'ather,

.

9, 35, 36,

38, 41, 43, 45, 50, 54, 59, 61; 64, 56, 67, 71,
76, 78, 79, 90, 115, 120, 122, ],25, 148, 164,
171, 175, 180

*#

B. agatn-st~-1Iy~lm-t-.v~J.:-mvs--.-F.34:--~~---:----:-~-'----_c_.:__-'-----'---------~
C. But thou, 0 Lord, have mercy upon us, miserable
"
sinners, 34, 70, 73, 106, 114, 120, 154, 180

III. A.bsolution
* i1... Almighty God
Di. who desireth not the death of a sinner, 31,
34, 53, 163
# c. pure and holy, 100

V. Te Deum

A. 1Viake theifl to be numbered, 39 .

* # D.

o Lord, have mer.cy. upon us, 34, 70, ni, 100,
114, 120, 154, 180

VI. The Apostles' Creed

*

A. life everlasting, 8

VII. Versicles
# A. Lord, have mercy upon us, 34, 70, 73, 106,
114, 120, 154, 180
B.. And take not thy Holy Spirit fron us, 30, 58,
59# 64, 66#, 67#, 70, 73#, 74, 76#, 81#, 86#,
9171 , 10o#, 104/l vll.2//, 113, 114//, 115//, 1281J,
1 134#' 136/f' 1371/' 138//' 139#' 141//'
132/f'
148//' 178' 181

*

VIII. The second Collect, for Peace·

*

A. 0 God, 24, 31, 44~ 70, 113, 116

IX. The third Collect, for Grace

*

A. 0 Lord, our heavenly father, 13, 15

If B. who hast safely brought us to the beginning
of this day, 33, 82, 93, 114, 122, 136

· X. A Prayer for the '.~ueen 's :Majesty
* A. 0 Lord, our heavenly father, 13, 15
B. with thy favor, 82, 113, 16?#

.
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* c.

grace of thy Holy Spirit~ 40, 45, 71#, 82#,
152#, 153# .
.
D. everlasting joy artd felicity, 13
E. through Jesus Christ our Lord

*

XI. A Prayer for the Hoyal l!,amily
* A. Almighty God

* #

B. and bring them to thine evet·lasting kingdom,

44

XII. A Prayer for the Clergy and people

*

XIII.

A

A. Almighty and everlasting God, 8, 28, 86, 91

Prayer of St. ChrysostoQ
A. Almighty God
.
B. in this world knowledge of thy truth~ 181
C. in the world to come life everlasting, .181
* D. life everlasting, 116

*

EVENING PHAYlm

Nunc Dimittis

A. depart in peace, 95

XIV. The second Collect at Evening Pr~yer
* A. 0 God, 24, 31, 44, 70, 113, 116
B. that peace which the world cannot give, 12
XVII. THE LITANY
Petition 13

* · A.

Passim

*
* II

Petition 16

*

Petition 25

in the hour of death, and in the day of Judgement, 6#, 128, 175#

A. 0 God, 24, 31, 44, 70, 113, 116
B. have mercy upon us, miserable sinners, 34,
70, 73, 106,· 114, 120, 154, 180
.
A. in thy faith, feur, and love, 7, 36#
A. increase of grace, 53

Petition 34
#A. forgive tis all our sins~ neg1i~ences arid
norances, 32, 36, 113, 12:-3, 180

73

*

Bj grace of thy Holy Spirit, 40, 45~ ~1#~ 82#,
152//' 153ft
c. according to thy holy word, 33, 39, 54

XVIII. Collect
* A. through Jesus Christ our Lord
XIX. Prayer
* If A. mercifully to look upon our infir~'rli ties, 12,
13, 17, 31, 41, 43, 44, 54, 66, 76, 81, 91,
93, 95, 104, 112, 116, 120, 134, 139, 144,
r-~~~~~~~~~1~6~3, 164
J?HAYEHS Al\fD 'l'HAKK8GI VINGS

XX. For Rain

*

*

Aj 0 God, heavenly Father, 53

B. throuch Jesus Christ our Lord

XXI. For -.F'air Weather
* A~ through Jesus Christ our Lord
XXII. In the time of Dearth and Fa."lline
A. 0 God, heavenly Father, 53
to whomwith thee and the Holy Ghost be all
* B. honor
and glory, now and forever, ?J, 21,
40tl' 43
'

*

XXIII. Second prayer for a time of Dearth and Famine
* A. 0 God, 24, 31, 44, 70, 113, 116
* B. to thy glory, 18, 56, 82, 86, 90, 93~ 96, 104,
112, 128, 134, 136, 138, 148, 171
c.
through Jesus Chri~t our Lord
*
X:XV. In the time of any Common flague or Siclmess
* A. through Jesus Christ our Lord
XXVI. In the Ember Weeks
* A. Almighty God, our. heavenly ]'a,ther, 32; 178
* B. through Jesus Christ our Lord
XXVII. Second prayer for Ember Weeks
* # A. Almighty God, the giver of all good gifts,
11, 144, 173
# B. Give thy grace, 41
c. through Jesus Christ our Lord

*

XXVIII •.. A Prayer that may be said after any of the
A~ 0 God, 24, 31, 44, 70, 113, _116
# B. tied and bound with the chain of our sihs~
41, 73

*

74

XXX. A Collect or .Prayer for all Cohdi t.ions of r.;Ieh
A~ 0 God, the Creator and Preserver of all mankind, 7, 50#, 76#, 136#, 137#, 138#
# B. mind, body, or estate, 7, 79
#c. we conunend to thy fath.erly goodness, 21; 40,·
41
D. for Jesus Christ's sake, 6, 18, 28, 37, 39,
40, 41, 42, 43, 53, 56, 58, 73, 90, 115, 144,
154, 163, 170, 179, 180

*

'1.1hanksgivings

XXXI. A General Thanksgiving ·
A.
long general quotation], ?
B. Almighty God, Father of all mercies, 154
II C. the redemption of the world by our Lord
Jesus Ghrist, ·90
D. the means of grace, 8, 28
#E. sense of all thy mercies, 7, 21; 3?
* F. to ~vhom with tllee and th0 Holy Ghost be all
honor and glory, world ·,'Ji thout end. 7/f:, 21,

rA.

40#, 43

XXXII. For Hain

*#

A. 0 God, our heavenly Father, 53

XXXIII. ll,or ll,air 'vVeather
•· A. 0 Lord God, 179
D. through Jesus Christ our Lord

*

XXXIV. For Plenty,
* A. through Jesus Christ our Lord
XXXV. For Peace and Deliverance fronr our Ene:rlies
A. through Jesus Christ our Lord

*

XXXVI. For He storing Publick [sic] Peace at Home
A. throup:ll Jesus Christ our Lord

*

XXXVII. For Deli verrince from the l)lague, or other co;·waon
Sickness
A. 0 Lord God, 179
# D. our soul~ and bodies, 114
* C. through Jesus Christ our Lord

*
*

XXXVIII. Second Prayer for Deliverance, etc.
A. through Jesus Christ our Lord

*

TirE SUNDAY COLLEC'rs

X:X:XIX. The :F'irst Sunday in Advent
* A•.A.lmichty God

75

*

# B. give us grace, 91, 1?0

XL. The Second Sunday in. Advent
A. everlasting life~ 39, 41, 81, 16?

*

XLI. The Third Sunday in Advent
* A. 0 Lord, 14, 1?, 21, 73, 170
XLII. The Fourth Sunday in Advent
* A. 0 Lord, 14r l?, 21, ?3, 1?0
# B. in running the race that is set before

'1'---~~--c---~~~~~~~6-7-;~7-6

* II

.

.

.
.
Hol~r

~s,

..

C. to whom with thee and the
Ghost, be honor
and glory, world without end, 1, 21, 40, 43

XLV. Saint John the Evangelist's Day
A. everlasting life, 39, 41, 81, 167
* B. through Jesus Christ our Lord

*

XLVI •. The Innocents' Day
.
* # A. Mortify and kill all vices in us, 21
B. by thy grace, 7, 18; 50, ?8//-, 122, 154.
* # c. vye may glorify thy holy Name, 13
XLVII. The Circumcision of Christ
* A. 1Umiehty God
* ff. B. being rnortified from all sin, 21
X!. VIII. rrhe Epiphany

·*

A. 0

God~

24, 31, 44, 70, 113, 116

XLIX. The First Sunday after the E:piplwny
* .A. 0 Lord, 14, 17, 21, ?3, 170
L. The Second Sunday after the Epiphany
A. Almighty and everlastinr: God, 8, 28, 86, 91
* B. throueh Jesus Christ our Lord

*

LI. The rrhird Sunday after the Epiphany
* A. Almighty and everlasting God, 8, 28, 86-,91
· * B. through Jesus Christ our Lord
LII. The Fourth Sunday after the.Epiphany
* A. 0 God~ 24, 31, 44, ?0, 113, 116
* B. through Jesus Christ our Lord
LIII. The Fifth Sunday after the Epiphany
* A. 0 Lord, 14, 21, 17, 73~ 170
-LIV. The.Sixth Sunday after the Epiphany
* A. 0 God, 24, 31, 44i 70, 113, 116
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LV. The Sunday Called Septuagesirna
* A. 0 Lord, 14, 17, 21, 73, 170
ff B. punished for our offences, 12
LVI. Sexagesima Sunday
* A. 0 Lord God, 179
B. through iestis Ohrist our Lord

*

LVII. Q,uinquagesima Sunday
* A. 0 Lord, 14, 17, 21,

73~ 170

LVIII. The Ffrst Day of Lent. Co1Enonl::r Galled Ash-Wednesday
and everlasting God, 8, 28, 86, 91· ~--:--~
B. who hatest no thine that thou. 11ast made,· 95, 106
# c. Create and make in us new ~nd contrite hearts
that we worthily lamentinc; our sins and acknowledging our wretchedness may obtain of thee,·. ·
the God of all mercy, perfect remission and for- .·
giveness, 7
* D. through Jesus Christ our Lord

+--'---~~~~~------,*,;.,-~A.--.~}..
\.l.--c:r:~nighty

LIX. The First Sunday in Lent
* A. o Lord, 14, 17, 21, ?3, 170
* #B. give us grace, 91, 170
LX. The Second Sunday in Lent ·
* A. Almighty God
B. throUgh Jesus Christ our Lord

*

LXI. The Third sunday in Lent
* A. through Jesus Christ our Lord
LXIII. The Fifth Sunday in Lent
* A. through Jesus Christ our Lord
LXIV. The Sunday Next Before Easter
* A. Almighty and everlasting God, 8, 28, 86, 91.
LXV. Good Friday, First .Collect

*

A. ·Almighty God

LXVI. Good Friday, .the Second Collect
A. Almighty and everlasting God, 8, 28, 86, 91

*

LXVII. Good :F'riday, the 'rhird Collect .
* A. and :who hatest nothing that thouhastmad.e,
95, 106

LXIX. Easter Day, the Collect
A. good effect, 14, 116
* B. everlasting life, 39, 41, 81* 167
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LXXI. The Second Sunday after Easter

*

*#

A•. Almighty God
B. give us grace, 91, 170

LXXII. The Tl1ird Sunday after Easter
* A. Almighty God
LXXIII. The Fourth Sunday after Easter

# A.
#B.

our hearts may surely there be fixed, 15
our hearts may surely there be fixed where
true joys are to be found, 58, 120, l79

LXXIV. The Fifth Sunda.y after Easter
* A. 0 Lord, 14, 17, 21, 73, 170
LXXVI. The Sunday after Ascension-Da:y

*

A. 0 God, 24, 31, 44, 70, 113, 11&
send to us thine Holy Ghost to comfort us; 13,
24, 38

# B.

LXXXVIII~

Trinity Sunday
A. Almighty and everlasting God, o, 28, 86, 91

*

LXXIX. The First Sunday after Trinity

.

*

A. 0 God, 24, 31, 44, 70; 113, 116

LXXX. The Second Sunday after Trinity
* A. 0 Lord, 14, 17, 21, 73, 170

LXXXI. The Third Sunday after Trinity
A. 0 Lord, 14, 17, 21, 73, 170

*

LXXXII. The Fourth Sunday. after Trinity
* A. 0 God, 24, 31, 44, 70, 113, 116

~

*

B. we may so pass through things temporal, 24, 36

c.

we may so pass through things temporal, that
we finally lose not the things eternal, 33
D. for Jesus Christ's sake, 6, 18, 28; 37, 39,
40, 41, 42, 43, 53, 56, 5'8, 73, '90,!115,~144~:
154, 163, 170, 1?~, 180
.

LXXXIII. The Fifth Sunday after Trinity

*

A. through Jesus Christ our Lord

LXXXIV. The Sixth Sunday after Trinity
* A. 0 God, 24, 31, 44, 70, 113, 116
# B. hast prepared for them that 1ovs thee, 24
* c. through Jesus Christ our Lord
LXXXV.·The Seventh Sunday after Trinity
* ·A. giver of all good things, 11, 144#, 173#
* B. through Jesus Christ our Lord
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·· LXXXVI. The Eighth Sunday after Trinity
* A. 0 God~ 24, 31, 44, 70, 113, 116
* B. through Jesus Christ our Lord.
LXXXVII. The Ninth Sunday after Trinity
# A. the spirit to think and do always such things, •.

·. * # B.
* c.
t----..uLXXXY_IIL._T_he
* A.

15, 34, 41, 50

by thee be enabled to live according to thy .
will, 38
throueh Jesus Christ our Lord
Tenth Sunday . after 'rrini ty
through Jesus Christ om; Lo rd1--~~

_

_ _ : __ _

~______:_

__:___:_____ _

LXXXIX. The Eleventh Sunday after Trinity
* A. 0 God, 24, 31, 44, 70, 113, 116
* B. through Jesus Christ our Lord
XC. The Twelfth Sunday after Trinity
* A. Almighty and everlasting God, B, 28, 86, 91
XCII. The Fourteenth Sunday after Trinity
* A. Almighty and everlasting God, 8,_ 28, 86, 91
# B. increase of faith, hope and charity, 45, 86,

*

c.

138, 167, 169

through Jesus Christ our Lord

XCIII. The Fifteenth Sunday after Trinity
*
A. through Jesus Christ our Lord
XCIV. The Sixteenth Sundai after Trinity
* A. 0 Lord, 14, 17, 2~,· 13, 170
* B. through Jesus Christ our Lord
XCV. The Seventeenth Sunday after Trinity
* A. good works, 106
* B. through Jesus Christ our Lord
XCVI. The Eighteenth Sunday· after Trinity
* A. through Jesus Christ our Lord
XCVII. The Nineteenth Sunday after 'rrini ty
* A. 0 God, 24, 31, 44, 70, 113, 116
B. through Jesus Christ our Lord

*

XCVIII. The Twentieth Sunday· after 'rrini ty
* A~ through Jesus Christ our Lord
XCIX. The
A.
B.
* C.

One and Twentieth Sunday after Trinity
pardon and peace, 40, 64
serve thee with a quiet mind, 36
through Jesus Christ our Lord
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c.

The Two and Twentieth Sunday after Trinity
A. good works, 106
.
* B. through Jesus Christ our Lord

*

CI. rrhe Three and Twentieth Sunday after Trinity
* A. 0 God, 24, 31, 44, 70, 113, 116
* B. through Jesus Christ our.Lord
CII. The Four and r.rwentieth Sunday after Trinity
* A. 0 Lord, 14, 17i 21, 73, 170
CIII. The <,Five and Twentieth Sunday after Trinity

~--c-~------~*----A---.----g-e-e-a.~vle-rif-s,---l-0-6·-·-----~-.----~--------

*

B. through Jesus Christ our Lord

CIV. Saint il.!ldrew' s Day
* . A~ Almie;hty God
CV. Saint Thomas the Apostle
.
* A. to whom,· with thee and the Holy Ghost, be all
honor and glory, now and forever-:rlore, · 7#, 21,
40#, 43
.
CVI. The Conversion of Saint Paul
* A. 0 God, 24, 31, 44~ 70, 113, 116
*
B. throuch Jesus Christ our Lord
CVIII. Saint Matthias's Day
* A. through Jesus Ghrist our Lord
CX. Saint Mark's Day
A. through Jesus Christ our Lord

*

CXII. Saint Barnabas the Apostle
* A. 0 Lord, 14, 17, 21, 73, 1?0
If B. Leave us not ••• destitute of thy manifold
gifts, nor yet of c~ace to use them alway
to thy honor and glory, 61, 128
* c. throuch Jesus Christ our Lord
CXIII. Saint John Baptist·, s Day
*
A. Almighty God
* B. through Jesus Christ our Lord
CXtV. Saint Peter's Day
* A. Almighty God
*
B. through Jesus Christ our Lord
CXV. Saint James the Apostle
*
A. through Jesus Christ our Lord
CXVI. Saint Bartholomew the Apostle
* A.· through Jesus Ghrist our Lord

80
CXVIII. Saint Michael and all Angels
* A. through Jesus Christ our Lord
:

,•

CXIX. Saint Luke the Evangelist
. * A. Almighty God
C:X:X.

*

Saint Simon and Saint Jude, Apostles
A. througl1 Jesus Christ our Lord

CXXI. All Saints' Day
* A. through ~esus Christ our Lord

Offertory Sentences, First
* A. good ·.vorks, lOG
CXXVI. rrhe l)rayer for the whole state of Christ's Church
mill tant
A. beseeching thee, 41
# B. truly serving thee, 106
* C. In thy faith and fear, 7, 36
CXXXI • The Confession
. * A. Almighty God
* # 13. manifold sins and wickedness, 66
11 C. thought, word, and deed; 12, 13, 15, 40, ·11,
45, 153

.

# D. We do earnestly repent, and are heartily

#
* If

*

~orry

for these our misdoings, 181
E. The remembrance of the~ is grievous unto usj
181

F. Have mercy upon us, 34, 70, ?3, 106, 114, L80,
154, 180

G. through Jesus Christ our.Lord

CXXXII. The Absolution
Almighty God, our heavenly Father,
* A.
B.
life, 39, 41, 81, 16?
* C. everlasting
through
Jesus
Christ our Lord
*

32~

1?8

CXXXIV. The Sanctus
A. glory be to theo, 28, ?9, 96, 134; 13?
CXLI. The Prayer of Consecration
* A. Almighty God, our heavenly Father, 32)
CXLIV. The Prayer of Intercession and Self-oblation
* A. beseeching thee to grant, 21
* B. souls and bodies, 114

1?~

. 81

.
CXLV. The rrhanksgi ving
#A. so to assist us with thy grace 1 15, 18,27,
37, 78

B. good works, 106
c. To Whom, witll thee and the Holy Ghost, be all
·honour and glory, world without end, 7#, 21,.
40//, 43
'
.

*
*

Collects to be said after the Offertory
·CXLVI!I. First
everlasting salvation, 18
** # A.
B~ through Jesus Christ our Lord
CXLIX. Second
, # A. hearts and bodies, <JG
CL. Third
* A. through Jesus Christ our Lord

1 \

~

,,

CLI. Fourth
A. fur.ther us with thy continUaL hel1J, 16
B. we may glorify thy holy Name, 13
c. and finally by thy mercy obtain everlasting
life, 7, 12, 15; 42
everlasting life, 39, 41, 81, 167
o.
*

~

GLII. :H'ifth

*

A. Almighty God

CLIII. Sixth
* ·A. Almighty God
* # B. according to thy will, 38
* C. through Jesus, Christ our Lord

CLVIII. The Thanksgiving
* # A. everlasting salvation, 18
CNrEClliSIVI
CLXX.~"'\:IV.

rrhe duty towards thy. neighbor
If A. That sta·te of life unto which it shall please
God to ca11 .me·, ,12~. l.3~ 54~, 91, )93,' T73

CLxXxVI. Explanation of the Lord's Prayer
* A. souls and bodies, 114
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VISITATION OJ? THE SICK
9CXII. The First Collect
* A. 0 Lord, 14, 17, 21, ?3, 170
B. Behold, visit and relieve, 71, 181#
* # C. Look upon him with the ey~s of thy me~cj, 12,
13, 17, 31--;--41, 43, 44, 54, 66; 76, 81, 91,
93, 95, 104, 112, 116, 120, 134, 139, 144,
163, 164
D. through Jesus Christ our Lord

*

CCXIII. Tlie second Corlect----------~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~---
# A. Sanctify ••• thy fatherly· correction to him, .. ·
24, 25, 3~
B. if it shall be thy good pleasure, 27.
# c. residue of his life, 12, 18, 93, 93, 112, 11~,
173
-D. in thy fear, 113
· * E. to thy glory, 18, 56i 82, 86j 90, 93, 96, 104,
112, 128, 134, 136, 138, 148, 171
#F. after this painful life ended, 40, 45, 61, 79,·
120
G.
everlasting, 8
* II.· life
through Jesus Christ our Lord
>

•

*

CCXXII. A Prayer ~or a sick Child
the hour of death, 6, 128, 175
*' A.
B. in thy favor, 10, 27, 29, '78, 167;/
# c. may .be received into thine everlastlnc kingdom, 44
D. through the merits and mediation of Jesfts
Christ thine only Son, our Lord and 3aviour,
Ll4

CCL1:III. A commendatory Prayer for a sick reroon at the
point of departure
A.
life everlasting, 8
*
CCXXIV. A Prayer for Persons troubled in ~ind oi ln: Cbnsciertce
A.
look dovm in pity, 12, 13, 17, 31, 41, 43, 44,
* /1
54, 66, 76, 81, 91, 91, 93, 95, 104, 112, 116,
120, 134, 139, 144, 163, 164
COMMUNION o:W THE SICK
CCXXV. The Collect
* A. through Jesus Christ our Lord

..--···-

--~
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BUHIAL OF rrHE DEAD

Opening Sentences, Third
·
·
.·
# A. The Lord gave, and the Lord hath taken away,
13, 16, 29, 3?, 113, 154, 164, 16?

CCXXVIII. The Prayer following the Lord's Prayer
* A. through Jesus Ghrist our Lord
THE GHUHCHING

0~, '/iOlvtEN

CCXXXI. The Versicles

#

A. Lord, hear our prayer, 33, 40
A COM1VIINATION

CC~GCVI.

*

#

The Versicles
A. 0 Lord, hear our prayer, 33, · 40 ·

CCXX:..TIII. The First Collect
*#A. 0 Lord ••• mercifully hear our prayers, 33, 40
OC:X:X1.'"VIII. The Confession
so turn thine anger from us, 13
# A.
B. who hatest nothing· that thou hast made, 95,
*
106
c. through Jesus Christ our Lord

*

